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INTRODUCTION

The following brief reports have been prepared by the
Historical Research Section of the Canadian Inventory of
Historic Building in an attempt to collect some data about
early Canadian architecture.

They do not pretend to repre-

sent exhaustive research on any building:

they are

irregular in the depth of information they contain, and they
do not attempt to cover all of the early, or even important
buildings in any community.

Instead, they represent only a

selected sampling of interesting early Canadian building
which has been researched to obtain comparative data.
Any style denominations given to these buildings must
be considered temporary only.

Final denominations will be

applied to conform with the definitions of Canadian styles
as they are outlined by the Architectural Analysis Section
of the Canadian Inventory of Historic Building.
This manuscript has been compiled for the use of CIHB
historians; consequently, it is organized in consecutive
geocode order. A geocode is comprised of 14 digits, e.g.
08119000100105.

The first group of digits (08119) indicates

the province and city or area; the second (0001) gives the
name of the street; the final five digits (00105) represent
the number of the street address at the time the building
was recorded by the CIHB (in this case, 105).
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The centre four digits provide the key to the organization of reports in this manuscript. A list of street geocodes or street names in geocode order is given below to
indicate their consecutive order.

Buildings on the same

street will be found in order of their street address
number.
Geocode

Street Name

08119000100000

21st Street

08119000200000

1st Street

08119000400000

3rd Avenue South

08119000700000

3rd Avenue North

08119000800000

11th Avenue East

08119001200000

6th Avenue North

08119001300000

4th Avenue North

08119001500000

Spadina Crescent

08119002200000

29th Street West

08119003300000

Broadway

08119004900000

McPherson Avenue

08119005800000

Temperance

08119006600000

Poplar Crescent

08119007100000

University Drive

08119008000000

1st Avenue North

08119008300000

1919 St. Henry Avenue
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TABLE OF CONTENTS BY STREET ADDRESS

Buildings are included in geocode order.

This list has been

compiled to provide the convenience of retrieval by street
address.

Geocode

Address

Building Name

08119000100105

105-21st Street

Canada Building

08119000100135

135-21st Street South

MacMillan Building

08119000100311

311-21st Street South

Land Titles Building

08119000200306

306-lst Avenue

Queen's Hotel

08119000400115

115-3rd Avenue South

Drinkle No. 3

08119000400261

261-3rd Avenue South

McLean Building

08119000700304

304-3rd Avenue North

Third Avenue United
Church

08119000800326

326-llth Avenue East

08119001200311

311-6th Avenue North

08119001300505

505-4th Avenue North

Knox Rectory

08119001500838

838 Spadina Crescent

Knox United Church

08119002200214

214-29th Street West

08119003300650

650 Broadway

Farnam Block

08119004900804

804 McPherson Avenue

Webster Block

08119005800801

801 Temperance

08119006600203

203 Poplar Crescent

08119006600208

208 Poplar Crescent
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08119007100870

870 University Drive

08119008000275

275-lst Avenue North

08119008301919

1919 St. Henry Avenue

Codville Warehouse

Canadian Inventory of Historic building - Historical Building Report

Historian:
Date:

sheila

Grover

A p r i l 1977

Geocode:
City:

08119000100105
Saskatoon

Address:

105-21st

Building Name:
(if Important)

Street

Canada B l d g .

Source of Title Photo:
CIHB
Phase I

Building Information
Date of Construction:

1912-13

Architect: James C h i s h o l m and S o n , Winnipeg
Builder:
Carter - Halls Aldinger Ltd.
Craftsmen (List Type)
Name and occupation of original owner:
A l l a n Bowerman, r e a l e s t a t e
Notable subsequent owners and reason i d e n t i f i e d :

investor

Notable type of occupants: F i n a n c i a l c o r p o r a t i o n s , d o c t o r s , l a w y e r s
Notable occupants and reason i d e n t i f i e d :
James R i c h a r d s o n and Sons L t d .

Building, use:

Administrative, Professional,

Major building material :
Alterations:
General Nature

Financial;

office

S t e e l frame, h o l l o w t i l e , b r i c k , g r a n i t e , t e r r a
cotta
Date
Architect
Builder

Comments:
The l a r g e s t and m o s t p r e s t i g i o u s s t r u c t u r e i n
until I960's.
A s o u r c e of g r e a t p r i d e t o t h e C i t y .

Saskatoon
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105 21st Street

Saskatoon

The history of the Canada Building and of the man who built
it, is virtually a microcosm of the story of the growth and
development of Saskatoon.

The structure symbolizes (and is

defacto) the zenith of sophisticated architectural style,
and the height of optimism for the small prairie city.
Allan Bowerman, whose capital built the large office
building, was born on a farm in Picton, Ontario, in 1844.
He received training at the Military School in Kingston and
was active in repelling the Fenian raiders; he also received
a degree from Victoria University in Cobourg.

He worked as

a principal in Winnipeg and in the East from 1872 to 1899,
when he came to Saskatoon to engage in the gentlemanly
occupation of "real estate".

He became the postmaster of

the new post office on the west side of the river in 1900.
This small frame shack stood where the Canada Building now
2
stands.
Bowerman served on the first Saskatoon town council
from 1903-05.

Like most successful capitalists, he was also

a visionary, determined to make town dreams a reality. He
was the first to propose a board of trade, and continuously
called for more publicity for the town. While others were
pleased with the growth of the early days, Bowerman grumbled
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about the slowness of its growth and the need for more
3

_• •
advertising.

He resigned as postmaster in 1906, citing the unfairness of applying the normal salary system in a boom town as
his excuse. The week after he left, the post office authorities purchased land on the northeast corner of 1st Avenue
at 21st Street (directly across from the site of the Canada
Building) where they opened a large new post office in 1908.
This building, now demolished, was slated for study by
CIHB and a picture of it can be found appended to the report
of the MacMillan Building (08119000100135).
In the meantime, Bowerman made a fortune in real estate.
He financed whole sub-divisions on 14 February 1911;
Bowerman1s Valentine's Day gift to the City was the
announcement of a four-storey office structure at 1st and
4
21st for $140,000.
The site (3 lots had been bought by
the post office in 1900 for $65.00

and it appears that

Bowerman bought it when the post office was removed in 1908.
At least part of the site was occupied by the Saskatchewan
Cartage and Warehouse Company, a picture of which appears in
this report. No records make reference to this building, or
indeed to any demolition to make way for the Canada
Building, but it seems certain that there was development on
the corner because of its important location directly across
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from the CNR station.
The building was actually begun in the summer of 1912,
by which time Allan Bowerman had increased the number of
proposed storeys to six and then to eight.

1912 was the

year of the biggest building boom that the city of Saskatoon
had ever seen before or since.
An excellent description of the building from the
Phoenix appears in Appendix A.

In summary, the Canada

Building is a steel frame building with hollowtile
construction.

It is eight storeys and 115 feet high, faced

in red granite on the base, terra cotta for the ground and
second floors, followed by grey Norman brick and topped with
colonades and a large overhanging cornice of terra cotta.
The interior woodwork is mahogany in the entrances and
hallways, with the balance finished in quarter-cut white
oak.

The washrooms had flooring and wainscotting of Italian

marble.

There were elevators and telephones installed. An

iron and glass marquise was suspended over the main
entrance, with the chains secured in the heads of matching
life-size buffalo heads. A beaver motif decorated the
cornice.

The cost of the building had reached about half a

million dollars and had generated a tremendous demand for
labour and material at a time when both were in short supply
in Saskatoon.
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The architects responsible for the construction of the
Canada Building were James Chisholm and Son, a firm that had
designed several prominent buildings in Winnipeg.

James

Chisholm had come from Ontario to Winnipeg in 1877. While
most of his work was in Winnipeg, he had also designed
buildings in Regina, Edmonton and Moose Jaw as well as
Saskatoon.

His firm designed the Sterling Bank Building,

the Odd Fellows Temple, Young Methodist Church and Zion
Methodist, all in Winnipeg.

Besides many prominent and

beautiful residences, Chisholm also designed the Standard
Trust Building, Winnipeg, which bears similarity in design
to the Canada Building, and also the Marlborough Hotel of
the same city.
The general contractors for the Canada Building was the
firm of Carter-Halls Aldinger, also a Winnipeg firm.
sub-contracted to the following:

They

Dominion Bridge Company,

structural steel; Mitchell-Grey Electrical Company, electrical work; and Thompson and Homer, plumbing, heating and
ventilation.
The Canada Building opened on 1 June 1913, with most of
the work on the lower floors completed by 17 June. Most
offices that leased space moved in 1 July.

The 1913

Henderson's listed a barber shop in the basement and 16
other offices or suites of offices rented on the upper floors.
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Many of these were investment and real estate firms, including Bowerman's own real estate operation.

The third

floor was reserved for medical practice, and a physician and
dentist moved in immediately.
By 1914 the Canada Building was nearing capacity and
every prestigious company had offices in this most glamorous
of Saskatoon's business blocks.

Many big name securities

and trust companies were tenants:

Adanac, Imperial

Canadian, Great West Permanent and Mutual Security as well
as doctors, dentists and lawyers.

In 1916, Northern Crown

Bank moved into the specially designed bank space on the
main floor.

Offices of grain companies, railway companies

and even government offices such as Inland Revenue appeared.
A janitor and engineer lived in the building and had special
suites at the top.
By 1919, the main floor also had a drugstore, barber
shop, and cigar stand.

A billiard hall, predictably, had

moved into the basement.

The offices of organizations

appeared such as the Saskatoon School District Committee,
the United Farmers of Canada and the Canadian Bible Society.
In 19 27, James Richardson and Sons, the private empire
of one of the west's wealthiest families, moved into the
ground floor of the building and stayed until they built
their own building in 1958.
By about 1932, the offices had settled into distinct
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patterns.

The first storey was occupied by commercial and

financial firms, the second, third and fourth storeys were
mostly filled with medical practices and the top four
storeys were the investment, securities, loans and insurance
offices as well as the barristers and solicitors. The
number of real estate firms had dropped drastically after
the boom period collapsed shortly after the Canadian
Building was opened.
The appendix shows a list of the tenants for 19 36.

Due

to the sorry state of the economy in the depression, there
were vacancies in the building during the 1930's as
businesses failed or moved to cheaper quarters.
The Canada Building still maintains a high occupancy
rate (estimated in 1972 as 90%) despite the fact that there
are newer office structures as well as a big Medical Arts
building.

The tenants are basically the same as they have

always been.
The interior alterations are too numerous to mention
and have been included in the appendix.

The exterior has

been changed very little over the years, except that the
marquise from each main entrance (1st Street and 21st
Avenue) have been removed.
Allan Bowerman, the building's original owner lost the
block in 1922, when the now defunct Great West Permanent Loan
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Company foreclosed on the mortgage.

In 1948 it was sold

to a contracting firm for $350,000 to be turned into a
hotel.

Fortunately this never came about and in 1968, it
9

was acquired by Buchweld properties, a large local family
holding company.
During its early life, Candian Building's only rival
was Drinkle No. 1 block which burned down in 1925. While the
Canadian Building was a larger and most prestigious office
tower, the loss of Drinkle No. 1 rendered Bowerman's block
as the undisputed financial centre of the city, as well as
the main office building for dentists, physicians and
lawyers.

The business accruing to this structure was out of

proportion to the population of the city (25,411 in 1919 ),
but Saskatoon was also servicing a large hinterland of
northern and central Saskatchewan farmland and communities,
and there increased the volume of its trade.
The Canada Building is still a proud and dignified
structure today.

It is certainly less spectacular in over-

all context than when it was built, but it holds a place on
the city's skyline and a very firm place in its history.
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APPENDIX A.

PHEONIX [SASKATOON] 16 DECEMBER 1912. ARTICLE

ON THE CANADA BUILDING.
The foundations are of a type known as
spread steel, grillage and concrete and
are all placed at a depth of 15 to 20
feet below the street level. The structural part of the building, which is
eight storeys in height, rises to a height
of 115 feet above the street curb, and
is steel frame with hollowtile floor arch
construction and fire proofing. The
material used in the exterior, consists of
a polished red granite base, surmounted by
two storeys of light buff artificial terra
cotta.

The balance of the building being

finished with grey Norman brick, imported
from Ohio.

The trimming of the upper part

of the building and also the entire upper
storey, which is recessed to form a colonade effect, and also terra cotta of upper
storey cornice being ornamented with the
beaver motive [sic], typical of our country,
after which the building has been named.
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Over the front entrance has been placed
a ornamental iron and glass marquise, which
extends out to the street curb, and is
supported by heavy suspension chains, secured
at the building by heavy iron jobs fastened
over two ornamental buffalos heads, life size.
There is also an entrance on 1st Avenue, with
a similar marquise. This entrance serves the
large lunch counter, which is placed at the
corner of the building on the ground floor,
and also serves the cafe, which takes up about
one half of the space in the basement. This
café may also be reached from the main
entrance on 21st Street, being served both
by the passenger elevators and by a broad
marble stairway.

The cafe and kitchen will

be of the latest design and modern in every
respect.

The café being finished in the

Elizabethan style, with oak wainscotting and
ornamental plastered ceiling 13 feet high.
The floor being all tile mosaic in connection
with the café.

Retiring and reception rooms

for both ladies and gentlemen are provided.
All handsomely appointed.
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The main entrance hallway to the hallway is 22 feet by 40 feet, with a ceiling
height of 19 feet, and will have marble
wainscotting extending to the ceiling.

The

following varities of marble being used;
Bottichino, Tavarnell, Pavanazzo, and Skyros.
This entrance, which will also have marble
stairways, and marble tile floor, ornamental
plastered ceiling, solid bronze elevator
enclosures, etc. will without doubt be the
most handsome entrance in any similar building
in western Canada.
All woodwork in the entrance halls and
corridors throughout the building will be of
solid Honduras mahogany.

The wood finish in

the balance of the building, such as in the
offices, stores etc, will be quarter cut
American white oak.

All public toilet rooms

throughout will be wainscotted in Italian
marble and will have marbled floors, and the
most modern type of plumbing fixtures. Provision is also made throughout the building
so that all offices may be equipped at any
time with wash basins.
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The unique and modern feature of the
building is that the elevator shafts and
stair shafts from the second floor up are
entirety isolated from the building at each
floor with fire-proof enclosures, making
impossible the spread of fire from one storey
to another.

This consideration, together with

the fact that the building is as near fireproof in all respects as it can be made, has
obtained for the owner a fire insurance rate,
which will be about one-third of that at
present paid on any similar building in
Saskatchewan.
The upper portion of the building, will
be served by three high-speed traction - type
passenger elevators, with a travel of 400
feet per minute.
The electrical installation for this
building has been given special attention, and
will be one of the most complete and up-todate on the continent.

The distribution system

consists of 15 panel boxes, controlling 3,500
tungsten lamps, feeding from up and clear of the
roof.

There is also a special large bricked and

tiled in-shaft, installed in a similar manner
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to carry up all steam pipes and returns,
and also a special duct for all the wiring,
cut-out boxes etc., so that all work can be
examined at any time.
Prof. Don Kerr supplied the additional
information from an article dated February 1,
1913 that the red granite had been specially
imported from Scotland.

The buffalo heads

were created by a Chicago artist who went to
Winnipeg to model them after the heads of the
two stuffed buffalos in the museum of national
history.
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APPENDIX B.
THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY OF ALTERATIONS TO THE
CANADA BUILDING:
1917 - simply listed as alteration for $100.
1937 - $500 alteration to the store front of
the pharmacy of the ground floor.
1953 - $1,000 to renovate offices for Imperial
Optical Ltd.
1959 - a new entrance to Saan Department Store
on the main floor; also a new window
and interior alterations
1959 - $5,000 alteration to mezzanine for
Havana Homes Ltd.
1959 - $12,000 alteration to a doctor's office
1961 - $6,000 alteration to mezzanine for
Knights Appliance company.
1961 - $6,000 alteration to sixth floor.
1962 - $4,000 repairs to roof
1964 - $5,000 alteration to the coffee shop
1964 - $8,000 alterations to a doctor's office
1964 - 91 foot transmitting tower put up for
C.F.M.C. F.M. Station, owned by General
Broadcasting Ltd. on the fourth floor.
1964 - $35,000 worth of alteration by Smith
Brothers and Wilson.
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1966 - interior finishing for Saan Department
Store
1967 - new x-ray and storage rooms installed
1968 - $4,000 for Kutz Tailors for a new front.
1969 - $2,500 for Irwin Shoes to put up a new
store front and remove part of the
mezzanine.
1971 - alterations to dental clinic and doctor's
office.
1972 - $15,000 in dywall partitions and suspended
ceiling.
1973 - $2,000 alterations to modernize a dental
lab on second floor.
$10,000 dry wall partitions in second
floor offices.
$20,000 alteration to eighth floor.
1974 - Architect - M. Malkin Archiects Ltd. in
Saskatoon.

Contractor - W.A. Peberdy and

Son Owner - Bridge City Properties,
Saskatoon.
$115,000 to build Cyrano's Restaurant.
Mezzanine floor of concrete on a deck of
steel beams.

Exterior walls - glazing

and aluminum cladding.

Interior walls -

stucco, dry wall and ceramic tiles.
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A sprinkler system was installed and
non-combustible materials were used.
The occupany maximum is 375 persons.
1975 - jeans shop on ground floor put up dry
wall.
1975 - Architect - Melwyn Malkin, Saskatoon
Contractor - H.J. Tubby and Son Limited.
$50,000 to modernize a Medicial Clinic
on the second floor - dry wall partitions,
carpeting, sound proof dropped ceiling,
alterations to lab and sprinkler system
installed.
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APPENDIX C. 1936 HENDERSON'S DIRECTORY LISTING FOR THE
CANADA BUILDING:
Richardson James & Sons
Canada Building
(basement) Vacant
National Barber Shop
La Belle Beauty Shop
Canada Bldg. Cigar Stand
201 Optical Prescription Co.
202 Imperial Optical Co.
203 Champion Mortgage Corp.
204 MacKenzie, Angus B.
205 Biro, Dr. Chas.
205 Singer, Dr. Arthur
206 Dragan, Geo. E., phys.
209 Gilles, Wm. J., dentist
210 Carson, H.G., dentist
210 Doran, C.W., phys.
211-2 Peterson Geo. R., phys.
213 Sask. Teachers Federation
214 Prudential Ins. Co.
215 Can. Underwriters Ins.
Agency
301 Matheson Clinic
305 Skinner, F.E., dentist
305 Valens, John A., phys.
305 Skinner, C. Lloyd, dentist
307 Hodgson, R.O., phys.
308 Gray, Thos. J., phys.
308 Oliver, Wm., phys.
310 Neufeld, Dr. W.P.
311 Newlove, R.A., dentist
311 Steeves, J.L., dentist
312 Consol Optical Co.
313 Fire Underwriters Investgn.
315 Dom Fire Engines
401-2 Macdonald, R.H., surgeon
405-6 Gilchrist & Hogarth
406 Clark, Henry R., acct.
406 Crescent Finance Co.
408 Généreux, Dr. A.G.
409 Campbell, A.H., phys.
410 Salter, A.P., dentist
411 Commercial Life Assurance
Co.
412 Wait, Dr. F.E.

414
415
501
504

Hnatyshyn & Reynolds
Martin, Louis W.
Langford, Dr. J.C.K.
Canada Life Assoc. Co.
(Inv. Dept.)
505 Canada Life Assoc. Co.
508 Brewster, C M . & Co.
509 Brown, Dr. John S.
510 Hazen, G.M.T.
511 Sovereign Life Assoc.
Co.
603 Rees Henry, barr.
603 Turner, Holmes
604 McConnell Howard
605 Crown Life Insurance Co.
606 Konkin, A.D., surgeon
607 Smith, T.J.
608 Hazell, Dr. A.
609 Lee, Ralph
610 Dickey, Dr. M.R., phys.
611 Paterson Waugh O'Fallon
Taylor Ltd.
612 Shepley, Dr. Earie E.
614 Davies Dental Laboratory
616 Wadena Nurseries
616 Thomas Durward, barr.
702 Public Health Dispensary
703 Doyle, W.B. Ltd. whol.
coal
707 Denco Western Ltd.
709-10-11 Confederation Life
Assocation
712 Dun & Bradstreet
713 Guppy, F.E., justice of
peace
714 Smith, F. Hembrow, ins.
714 Gould, J. Burton, ins.
801 Scott Bus College
802 Hudson, Joseph W., mfrs.
agt.
804 Chipman Chemicals
805 Gilmour, John K.
806 Northwestern Mutual Fire
Assn.
808 Massie & Renwick Ltd.
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810
811
811
812

Campbell, A.N., real est.
Retail Merchants Ins. Dept.
Provident Assce. Co.
Retail Merchants Association
of Canada
812 Retail Merchants Assn.
Credit Bureau
812 Retailers Trust Co. Ltd.
814 Monarch Finance & Investment
Ltd.
(top fir) Littlejohn, Wm. Jan.

to

Figure 1:

21st Street at the corner of 1st Avenue, site of present
Canada Building, 1909. (Saskatchewan Archives No. A2370).

Figure 2:

Canada Building nearing completion, 1913.
Archives No. A204).

(Saskatchewan

tsj

Figure 3:

Twenty-First Street c.1925. Canada Building showing
marquise on right, the old post office building on far
left. The empty lot immediately passed Davidson's sign
on right was the former location of Drinkle Building
No. 3 which burned that year. (Saskatchewan Archives
No. 1043) .

Figure 4:

Plan of Canada Building.
Saskatoon City Hall).

(Building Permits Department,

Canadian Inventory of Historic Building - Historical Building Heport

H i s t o r l a n s h e i l a Grover
Date: March 1977

Ccocodc:
City:

08119000100135
Saskatoon

Address:

135-21st S t r e e t
South
Building Name: MacMillan
(If Important)
Building

Source of Title Photo:
Saskatchewan
Archives
P h o t o g r a p h (A202

Building Information
Date of Construction: 1927 .
Architect :
Builder:
Craftsmen (List Type)
Name and occupation of original owner:
Notable subsequent owners

and reason Identified:

Notable type of occupants : P r o f e s s i o n a l & M e r c h a n t s Notable occupants and reason i d e n t i f i e d :

tenants

Building use:

A d m i n i s t r a t i v e , P r o f e s s i o n a l , F i n a n c i a l ; o f f i c e and
M e r c a n t i l e ; s p e c i a l s t o r e or shop
Major building material : s t e e l and r e - i n f o r c e d c o n c r e t e
AI torn t ions :
General Nature
Date
Architect
Builder

Comments"

Built to replace office

b u i l d i n g which b u r n e d down i n 1 9 2 5 .
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135 21st Street South

Saskatoon

The MacMillan Building is a steel and re-inforced concrete
structure built in 1926-27 at a cost of approxmiately
$235,000.

It lodged mainly offices on its upper four

floors - dentists, doctors, insurance firms, barristers and
the offices of F.R. MacMillan Ltd. (a large department
store) from whom the building got its name. The main floor
and basement support a pharmacy, beauty shops and a billiard
2
parlour.
This structure replaced a fine four storey commercial
block built in 1908 by J.C. Drinble. This Drinble Block
No. 1 was the pride of the city for several years for its
prestige and beauty.

It was completely destroyed by fire on

24 January 1925. What was left of the shell was demolished
and work on the MacMillan Building began the next year.
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Endnotes
1

Saskatoon, City Hall; Building Permit, 1926-27.

2

Henderson's Saskatoon Directory (Winnipeg:
Directories, 1926).

Henderson

Figure 1:

Featured in this photograph are the Post Office (1908-1973), the Drinkle
Block No. 1, and the Court House which stood opposite the old Land Titles
Office on 21 Street East. It was built in 1908 by the same architects as
Land Titles, Stanley Storey and William G. Van Egmond (Manitoba Archives,
Saskatoon Collection 11-14).

Canadian Inventory of H i s t o r i c Building - H i s t o r i c a l Building Kepo.rt

Historian: S h e i l a

Grover

Date: 1977

Ceocode: 0 8 1 1 9 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 1
City:

Saskatoon

Address:

311-21st St.

Building Nam,-Land T i t l e s
(If important)
Source of T i t l e ^

Building

Bldg.

^

z

Information

Date of C o n a t r u c t l o n : 1 9 0 9
Architect:
Builder:

^

E.

Storey

.

a n d Van Egmond

Smith B r o t h e r s

and

Wilson

Craftsmen ( L i s t Type)
Name «and occupation of o r i g i n a l owner:
Notable subsequent owners

and reason

P r o v i n c e of

Saskatchewan

Identified:

Notable type of o c c u p a n t s :
Notable occupants and reason

Bui id Inc. u s e :

identified:

Governmental,

Major b u i l d i n g m a t e r i a l :

registry

B r i c k and T y n d a l l

Al te rat Ions :
General Nature

Date

Addition
New r o o f

1910
1924

Comments :

office
Limestone
Architect

Storey

& Van Egmond

Builder
Bigelow

Brothers
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311 21 St. E.

Saskatoon

Saskatoon began with the arrival of the Barr Colonists from
England in 1903.

By 1908, the town had two daily papers,

two railway lines, a municipal hospital, several banks and
hotels and a modern fire brigade.

In 1907 the Court of

King's Bench and a District Court was established in recog2
nition of the prominence of Saskatoon in the region.
Provision was made for the installation of a land registry
office in Saskatoon at the same time, and there certainly
seems to have been enough business to justify its existence.
"Land seekers were flocking into the surrounding
country in everincreasing numbers.

Until rail-

ways radiated from Saskatoon, settlers detrained
here.

Each spring witnessed a land rush.

Hotels

were crowded; the immigration hall overflowed;
newcomers lived under canvass.

Each morning when

the land office door swung open a queue of men
stood waiting impatiently to enter claims on the
bit of raw prairie of their fancy.

In 1906 the

number of homestead entries made at the local
3
office reached 2,317."
Accordingly in August 1908 the Saskatchewan Government opened
tenders for construction of a land titles building in the
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town.

The contracts were awarded to the architectural firm

of Storey and Van Egmond and to contractors Smith Brothers
and Wilson.
Storey and Van Egmond was a partnership of two
prominent architects who formed a company in 1906 and set up
4
business in Regina shortly thereafter. Their concepts of
function and design were particularly well suited for public
buildings and institutions, and they quickly became the
darling of the Saskatchewan government as well as the municipal governments of Regina, Saskatoon and Moose Jaw. They
designed the Court House building in 1908 directly across
the street from the Land Titles building: the two were
similar in appearance and intended to make a government
unit.

The design must have been a successful one, for it

was used again in a larger scale for the Land Titles office
5
in Moose Jaw (1910-11).
In general, Storey and Van Egmond1s buildings have an
image of strength, permanency and good order.
are strong, symmetrical and even rhythmical.

Their lines
They incor-

porate classical elements. Most often, their preferred
materials were brick and stone with the occasional use of
terra cotta. Although there has been no tally made of all
the buildings in Saskatchewan that Storey and Van Egmond
designed, by 1924 they had been responsible for forty
schools.
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Smith Brothers and Wilson were already acquiring a
solid reputation as a large contracting firm in the West.
They had started up in British Columbia in 1897 and moved
eastward to the prairies in 1905 when they contracted the
new City Hall in Regina.

In 1912, the firm settled its head

office in Regina, having established itself strongly in
Saskatchewan through such projects as the university in
Saskatoon, several schools, a filtration plant, a brewery
and a library.

They were later responsible for the con-

struction of Hotel Saskatchewan (1927) in Regina, the
Bessborough Hotel in Saskatoon (1932), Grace Hospital in
7
Vancouver (1927), and the Vancouver Art Gallery (c. 1951).
These examples show the variability of their skills as well
as the soundess of their methods.
Contract number 173 was awarded in the fall of 1908 and
on 1 April of the following year, Jack Wilson of Smith
Brothers and Wilson came in from Regina to do some preliminary work.

The area was basically residential in that period

and in fact it took a few years before commercial development reached over the necessary blocks to the Land Titles
Building and the Court House. The Daily Phoenix reported
that "The cottage which stood on the site is being removed
Q

today to another location on 4th Avenue".

Excavation

commenced on 9 April 1909.
The structure is one storey high and was originally 55
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ft. 3 1/2 in. by 33 ft. 9 in., placed centrally upon a
single lot.

In keeping with the latest of modern

techniques, the building was "of fireproof construction
9
throughout".
its exterior materials are varigated brown
brick set off in many places by creamy Tyndal limestone
brought in by the CNR from Tyndall Manitoba.
Inside, the building which was "thoroughly modern in
every respect", it contained private rooms for the Registrar
and Deputy-Registrar, and a large room for the staff. It
was heated "with low pressure steam generated from a cast
12
iron sectional boiler".
The windows could be opened to
a height of about one foot for cross-ventilation.

The
13
interior contained "steel furniture and fittings".
The
14
total cost of the building was $26,700.
As real estate began to change hands at a fast rate,

the new Saskatoon office found that by 1910 it was handling
15
an average of over 100 titles per day.
The registrar,
D.T. Smith, soon decided that the new building was not large
enough and extra facilities were needed.

In 1910, the

Department of Public Works again contracted to Storey and
Van Egmond to design an addition; the firm of Bigelow
Brothers were the general contractors.

The new wing was

made of an identical design - and increased the length of
the building by approximately two-thirds.

The cost of this

addition was $22,500 and it would accommodate 25 clerks.
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The building was again ready for occupation about January 1,
1912, just in time for the greatest real estate boom in the
history of the city.
Major repairs and alternations to the building were
documented each year in Department of Public Works annual
reports.
17
rated.

In 1924, it received a new roof and was redecoNo major repairs were made to the land titles

office during the 1930s since Saskatchewan, with its
18
agricultural economy was extremely hard hit.
In 1944-45
flourescent lighting was installed for a cost of $1,406.12
by Wheaton Electric Co. Ltd.

In 1951 some manner of
"improved ventilation" was installed,19 this may have been

air conditioning.
For reasons unknown, Public Works decided in 1959 that
the Land Titles offices should be consolidated with other
offices in the Attorney-General's Department, and so they
were moved into a new Law Courts building.

When the vacant

space in the old Land Titles building was modernized and
converted into general office space, the structure was given
20
the dreary name of Provincial Office Building Number 2.
Its new tenants included Municipal Affairs - Road Assistance
Authority and Assessment Board, Department of Agriculture,
Department of Natural Resource, Department of Co-operation
and Co-operative Development, Public Health-Sanitation and
21
Nursing, and the Hospital Services Plan.
In 1961 the
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space was further subdivided, to accommodate a total of nine
separate offices.
By 1963, the Departments of Agriculture, Public Health
and Natural Resources shared the space with a total of 10
other groups. Each year one or two of the offices were
changed and the building seems to have served as a multidepartmental office structure.

By 1968, the number of

offices it contained began to dwindle as use of the building
was consolidated under one Department.
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306 1st Avenue South

Saskatoon

Saskatoon was originally the name of a small settlement
dating from 1883, on the east or south bank of the South
Saskatchewan River.

The colony grew at a somewhat dismal

rate until the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan Railway
forged a link from Regina to Prince Albert through the tiny
community in 1890.

However, the railway station was

established on the other side of the river bank because there
was better alluvial soil for the yards and better access to
water for the trains.

Consequently, a bridge was built to

span the river and a small station constructed on 1st
Avenue.

Inevitably, warehouses and businesses grew up along-

side of the station, much to the consternation of the
established settlement on the opposite bank, and fierce
competition arose between the two communities, neither of
which could actually stand alone.
The Queen's Hotel was built on the corner of 1st Avenue
and 20th Street which was directly opposite the railway
station.

Also sharing this corner was the Windsor Hotel,

which was later rebuilt about half a block away.

It is

difficult to pinpoint when the Queen's was built, but a safe
guess would put it between about 1892 to 1894.

A picture in

the rear of the report places the year at 1898 and the hotel
is clearly well established.

Local sources make general
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reference to it as part of a long-standing tradition in the
town, but no one has been able to substantiate a date for
construction.

There is, however, a reference for about 1899

which describes the old hostelry in the setting of its neighbourhood in the early period:
The depot was exactly at the end of Twentieth
Street.

The two hotels stood just where they

do now, the Windsor at the one corner, and the
Queen's on the other.

From that corner, First

Avenue and Twentieth Street did not extend very
far.

To the north, one store next to the hotel,

and that was all.

To the south, next to the

Queen's was the Clinkskill store, the police
barracks and one house and nothing more.

To the

east on Twentieth Street was a lumber yard.
Southeast on the riverbank stood Kusch's little
stone house and the one storey residence of
2
Stewart the ferryman.

The town did not stay undeveloped for long.
Two pictures in this report show the original Queen's
hotel as a sprawling two-storey building of town field stone.
It is a well-proportioned structure, solidly built on a
sunken foundation.

The windows and doorways are of a hard-
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wood probably from a saw-mill either to the north or from
the forests of the west.

We can be assured that it did a

lively business as travellers passed through the pioneer
town.
There is no indication of the original owners of the
hotel but in 1902 it was purchased by Duncan Kennedy, who
owned it until 1913.

Kennedy was of Scottish ancestory,

born in Mount Forest, Ontario, in 1858.

He farmed in North

Dakota for twenty years and acquired the capital from that
endeavour to purchase the Queen's when he came north in 1902.
Black's History of Saskatchewan describes Kennedy as an
"enterprising landlord" who was a valuable citizen to
Saskatoon.
He managed the destinies of this house and
cared for its many guests during the early
years when Saskatoon was emerging from its
3
village character.
As the town began to prosper, the business of the hostelry
boomed.

In 1903, the Barr colonists passed through the city

and the Queen's benefitted from their stay.

Those colonists

who were not fortunate enough to secure hotel accommodation
tented in a vacant space across from the hotel and utilized
the dining rooms and other facilities that the town could
offer.

4
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Hotel space was always at a premium in the town in the
years before the war and in 1912, the Phoenix reported that
despite the fact that there were 200 more hotel rooms in
Saskatoon than in Regina, there was still great difficulty
5
for visitors to secure accommodation.
Duncan Kennedy was
not slow to take advantage of this and in 1909 he announced
plans to expand the Queen's with an addition for $75,000.
There were in total six "leading" hotels at the time but all
were overflowing so that despite the fact that aggregate
capacity had increased by a hundred percent in the previous
two years,

room remained for expansion.

It seems to have taken two years for the new hotel to
be actually built.

Perhaps Duncan Kennedy took a year to

arrange the financing and another for the actual construction,
but at any rate the new Queen's was constructed some time in
1911 at a cost of $100,000.

The architect was Frank P.

Martin, who was active locally for at least three years, from
1911-14, and who designed several buildings in the city.
Among his accomplishments are a Baptist Church on 4th Avenue,
the six storey Thompson Building on 2nd Avenue, the Strand
Theatre, an addition to Wesley Church and the residence at
7
870 University Drive (08119007100870).
These buildings
all have a unique style to them which seems to incorporate a
sound functional plan with a sort of whimsical finishing and
attention to detail which sets them off from most other
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buildings.

The style of Frank Martin is that of a material

and which it is probably not in digenous to Saskatoon, it is
worthy of study.
The present hotel was constructed as an annex to the
old Queen's.

Clinekskill store, shown in the photograph as

Davidson's, was torn down and about 15 feet of the fieldstone structure was also demolished.

A join was made and

the old and new hotels were connected.
Alterations were made to the old part to make its style
compatible with Martin's architecture.

The lintels from the

upper windows were removed and replaced with a variation of
arch radiating voussoirs, to match those of the new
structure.

The main floor windows repeated the proposed

roof line in a basically segmental pattern with small panes
along the sides and across the top.
The new hotel was supported by piers up to the fourth
storey made from interlocking tiles and faced in brick.

A

cornice circled the building at this level, which rose two
more stories to the flat roof.

The plans originally called

for a piedmont at the four corners with a rise on the 20th
Street elevation to show off the name and a flagpole and a
similar inset rise on the 1st Avenue elevation to set off
the centre windows.

Duncan Kennedy must have approved the

basic style but requested an even more distinct roofline.
Accordingly, the centre arches were removed and half circles
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with a floral crest and the words 'Queen's Hotel' were set
at the four corners of its two most prominent elevations. A
remarkably plain frieze connects these interesting appendages and completes the roofline.
A front porch at street level set off the two entranceways of the corner.

The columns are parallel in style to

the piers of the main structure, but apart from that there
is virtually no similarity in design to the rest of the
structure.

This entrance porch was removed, possibly in

1935.
The hotel is entirely faced in a deep brown-red brick
with the mid-level band and the top detail in terra cotta.
The keystones in the window are either limestone or terra
cotta.

The original plans show the brick extending only to

the third floor with the upper two stories seemingly finished in wood siding.

Again, Kennedy must have interposed

his own ideas and required fireproof materials throughout.
From its opening until 1913, the new Queen's advertised
frequently in the local papers.

It could boast of all the

latest conveniences - elevator service, steam heat, fireproof construction and hot and cold water in every room.
Further, it offered to visitors modern and well-furnished
g
rooms, cosy parlours and tasty meals.

in its basement

were a barber shop and billiard rooms and some manner of
retail liquor outlet.

The main floor includes commercial
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space, a bar, a sitting room, baggage room, hotel offices
and several dining rooms. All this was available for only
$2.00 per day and up.
The hotel was managed by Mr. John Kennedy, who it may
be assumed, was related to the proprietor.

The competition

of the other hotels (and by 1912, there were many) does not
seem to have hurt the volume of the Queen's business but it
does seem to have altered the status if its business.
Although the private rooms, by comparison of rates, must
have been routinely similar to the other large hotels, its
public rooms did not enjoy the prestige as when the old
hotel stood alone.

The important social events, public

addresses, dinner-meetings etc. almost always took place in
other hotels, most usually the King George or the Flannigan.
The CPR relocated its railway station in 1908 and it would
seem that from this period hence, the Queen's business
declined less frequently was it featured in Board of Trade
publications and official propaganda of the city.
By 1913, there was considerble talk of "local option"
forthcoming in Saskatchewan, which is the power of municipalities to decide if they wanted liquor sold or consumed
within their boundaries. As a result of this threat, many
hotels were sold as the owners tried to avoid the possibility of losing money.

Duncan Kennedy did sell the

Queen's in 1913, for reasons unknown to the newspapers.
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Liquor was outlawed as of 1 July 1915

9

in the entire

province of Saskatchewan, which undoubtedly did hurt the
business of inn keepers until prohibition was lifted in
1924.10
The Queen's Hotel was bought by Charles W. Underwill
who changed the name to The Hotel Brevoort.

Underhill

had experience as the proprietor of the King George Hotel, a
strong competitor, and as president of the Licensed
Victuallers Association of Saskatchewn and vice-president of
12
the Dominion Hotel Keepers Association.

in very con-

vincing terms, the hotel was described as "modern throughout" with each room furnished "with a view of combining
luxury with comfort, while handsomely appointed parlors
offer inviting retreats to the socially inclined".

The

Brevoort offered the European plan for $1.00 per day and up,
as well as the American plan at $2.50, which must have to do
with package deals.

The hotel advertised 80 rooms and

seating capacity of 50 in the dining room.

It also boasted
13
"a handsome bar, in connection, presided over by experts".
Underhill includes himself as, a strong factor in the

success of the hotel.
Mr. Underhill makes it a point to know
his guests and to make them feel that
they are among good fellow, and have a
home away from home. Jovial, well-
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informed, with a sunny disposition and
a diplomacy born of long contact he
has created a spirit of congeniality
that become contagious.

For this

reason, all the good fellows of
Saskatoon who must live in a hotel
14
flock to the Brevoort.
Charles Underhill and the Hotel Brevoort only lasted
three years; by 1916, the Queen's was back, under new
management.
The building permits for the hotel previous to the
1930s are lost but some time between about 1918 (possibly
earlier) and 1925, the old fieldstone part of the hotel was
demolished, or seems to be, by the appearance of present
buildings connected to it along 1st Avenue.
In 1935, the firm of Webster and Gilbert designed a new
entranceway, rotunda and beer parlors for men and women.
Some additional plumbing was installed and a new fireplace
given to an existing chimney, all for $6,500.
In 1939-40, an one-storey addition of 54 by 50 feet in
brick and tile was tacked on to the rear for use as storage
16
and for a garage.
Estimated at a cost of $1,000, the
new garage had a cement floor, electric lights but no
heating.

As a safety precaution, a fireproof door was the
17
only entrance permitted into the hotel from the garage.
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The contractor was W.A. Perbedy.
Perbedy was again employed in 1941 to extend some rooms
on the top floor in 1941, and to put in a new passenger
elevator shaft in 1948.
18
In 1950, a major addition to the hotel was made.
The architect was listed as Frank Martin, the same name as
the original designer, and the addition looks entirely
similar to the old hotel. The contractor was again W.A.
Perbedy.

The addition, 97 ft. by 50 ft. and two storeys

high, appears to have been built on top of the garage added
in 1939.

It was again tile and brick construction with 14

piers of 17 feet in height. The roof was flat asphalt, and
steam was pumped in from the main building.

The rooms in

the addition were mostly singles. The cost of the work was
set at $28,000.
In 1961, the architect B.T. Arling teamed up with contractors Smith Brothers and Wilson and consulting engineers
Douglas Michalenko and Dupuis to change the beverage rooms
into a log cabin style. The plans are included with the
19
report; the alteration cost the Queen's $65,000.
In
20
1968, some alterations were done to the lobby.
The hotel is old and run-down now.

Its business is

through its tavern and the permanent boarders, for whom it
is not a hotel but a rooming house.

It seems to be struct-

urally sound, and certainly its appearance has altered very
little from the time of its construction in 1911.
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Figure 1:

Guests in the Queen's Hotel, 1903. People around the centre door may be
the staff. (Saskatchewan Archives Photograph No. B974).
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The main business section of Saskatoon, First Avenue and Twentieth Street, around
1898. The large stone building is the Queen's Hotel, Saskatoon's pioneer hotel, and
south of it is the store of James Clinkskill.

Figure 2:

The main business section of Saskatoon, First Avenue and Twentieth Street
around 1898. The large stone building is the Queen's Hotel, Saskatoon's
pioneer hotel, and south of it is the store of James Clinkskill.
(Saskatchewan Archives Photograph No. A7481).

Figure 3:

Cross Section of Queen's Hotel.
City Hall) .

(Building Permits Department, Saskatoon
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Figure 4:

Queen's Hotel. Main Floor Plan. Ductwork Layout.
Department, Saskatoon City Hall).

(Building Permits

Figure 5:

Queen's Hotel Beverage Rooms. Cooler Details.
Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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115 3rd Avenue South

Saskatoon

The early history of Drinkle Building No. 3 is an extension
of the history of the biggest investor in Saskatoon during
its boom period, John Clarence Drinkle.

Drinkle was born in

Waverly in Simcoe County, Ontario in 1878 where he received
his early business training as a clerk in a store.

He

later moved to Winnipeg in 1898 in the field of retailing
and from 1901-03 he worked as a salesman for Salada Tea, all
of which would give him an important background for his
later exploits.

In 1903, he teamed up with F.E. Kerr (for a

combined capital of $500) and set up a real estate office in
Saskatoon.

Because land was not moving particularly quickly
2
in so tiny a town (population 544, including hotel guests),

Drinkle went out to Minneapolis to pedal homesteads to an
established population.

The scheme bore fruit and the land

sales, purchased through the Saskatchewan Valley Land
Company, began to boom.

By 1905, Drinkle was on his own and
3

making splendid profits.
In 1906, he built the first Drinkle Block, the first
large and modern business block in the city, with elevators
and telephones, "waitless, curseless, out-of-orderless,
4
girless telephones" like those in Chicago.
There are
photographs of this block in the report on the MacMillan
building, for Saskatoon (08119000100135).

It was an obstent
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atious structure, and much beloved by the citizens because
it was the first symbol of the promising future.
Mr. Drinkle, who erected this mercantile
mansion, is typical of such [optimism],
and though among the youngest of business
people, no one has succeeded more than he;
no one enjoys greater prestige, and no one
has more faith in the destiny of the city.

5

Drinkle had bought out the stock of the local telephone
exchange in 1906 and in 1911, he sold it back to the
province for a hefty profit.

He also sold many city acres

to the CPR in 1906.
He organized his holdings under the title of the City
of Saskatoon Real Estate (Drinkle) Corporation Ltd., and
through the operation he built Drinkle Buildings No. 2 and
3, both on Third Avenue South from 1912-13.

No. 2 building

was a two-storey apartment/commercial block on the east side
of the street.

No. 3 was constructed on the west side and

was considerably larger.

He also owned a beautiful home and

estate in the old part of Saskatoon.
The structure under study was placed between 21st and
22nd Streets, on the location of a slaughter house that had
been up since 1900.

A permit was taken out for the

construction of an office building at a cost of $200,000.
When the plans were submitted to the city, a considerable
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wrangle ensued between the Engineering Department and the
architects over permission to build under the adjacent
streets and lanes.

The City was not pleased but permission

in the form of a bond was ultimately granted.
Drinkle No. 3 was constructed from structural steel and
concrete with a facing of buff-coloured brick.

Its lines

give the impression of a much newer building, possibly of
the vintage of the 1930s.

This is due to the abruptness of

the top of the building and the lack of detail in columns
cornice, or parapet.

But the building as it was actually

built and now stands looks considerably different from the
original design.

The cause of this change resulted from the

interplay of two forces.
The first factor was the original design of the
building.

The architects, Thompson and Crockart, designed a

five-storey structure that was in full accordance with the
standard office building design of the time.

It was

featured in a sketch in a book called Twentieth Century
Impressions of Canada, by Henry J. Boam.

It shows a

structure set off by a detailed overhanging cornice and with
detail, presumably set in terra cotta or plaster, on the top
storey which was intentioned to draw one's attention up to
the cornice.

It was tasteful design, common enough, but

essential to give a finished look to an otherwise plain and
functional design.
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Drinkle was developing other plans for his flashy new
office.

Riding high on the crest of optimism, he announced

in December 1913, that he was going to add five more storeys
to the structure and that only a lack of steel was postponing this addition until spring.

The top two storeys and

cornice would be terra cotta, as the original plans had
called for in the smaller structure.

The article boasted

on:
The plans call for a first class office
building, throughout.

The corridors will

be fitted with marble and the trim will be
of quarter-cut oak....Mr. Drinkle figures he
is not taking any chances whatever in constructing a building that will cost over a
half a million dollars.

He says there is

always a demand for offices and stores,
especially in a city where the growth is
7
along sure, substantial lines.
Accordingly, Drinkle must have temporarily closed up
the roof of the structure, unfinished at five storeys.
However, he has guessed the future of Saskatoon's economy
falsely.

The first World War came and crushed the economy

for speculators and investors.

Drinkle has either misread

the warning signs of the slump of 1913, or was in a position
to ignore them.
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g
The war ruined J.C. Drinkle.

By 1915 he was bankrupt

and two new office buildings were in serious trouble.

With

the exception of the office of the actual Dr inkle Corporation (the real estate firm), the building was vacant until
1919, when it was used entirely for apartment space.

The

elevators and telephone system had been installed, but the
9
plans of Drinkle for a beautiful roof garden

were never

carried out.
The architects were a partnership of two men who had
received their training in Scotland.

R.M. Thompson had done

work as a railway architect in the east until he came to
Saskatoon in 1908.

In 1911, he joined James Crockart who

had only recently come from Scotland.

Together, they

had built such structures as the city's Powerhouse, the
Wilson Building, the original Bank of Nova Scotia, two big
warehouses, stores, and many residences.

They also acted as

superintending architects (as compared to design architects)
for the banks of Hamilton, Dominion and Royal as well as
other smaller projects.

These are good solid

structures, not especially unique in design but in harmony
with the ideas of the time.
12
The contractors were Frid-Lewis.
The building was not finished all at once.

In 1917,

while still vacant, alterations were made to some of the
floor (presumably the lower ones) to make them into apartments
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instead of offices.

In 1919, when tenants first moved in,

there were only 44 suites occupied.

Again in 1923 a large
13
sum was spent again to complete more apartments
and from
that time on, the buiding seems to be complete with approximately 100 suites on the upper four storeys.

The plate

glass for the store fronts was left but there was no commercial space used for several years.
In the first few years, the apartments were rented by
generally lower middle-class tenants.

An example of the

variety of jobs in 1919 would show a cashier at Eaton's a
travelling salesman for Swift's, a land inspector at the
Soldiers Settlment Board and a CNR employee.

By the mid-

twenties, there was still more diversity as such distinctly
upper middle class occupations turned up such as an
accountant, the superintendent of Empire Lumber Company and
the chief of the Royal Mail clerks, what never varied until
this day was the overwhelming percentage of Anglo-Saxon
names; there were very few representatives of the ethnic
migration to Saskatoon.
In 1931, a building permit showed the Drinkle Building
14
as in the First Class fire limit,
which meant it was of
fireproof construction and was well-maintained in accordance
with fire regulations.

At all times, a janitor lived in a

private suite in the building and it has always been
properly kept up.

At this time, additional plumbing was
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installed.
The 1930 s witnessed a large increase in the relative
percentage of suites occupied by women, many of them with
jobs.

There is no satisfying explanation for this (i.e.

Depression factors - women having to support families, young
women leaving home, etc.), inasmuch as the trend continued
at a growing rate right up to the present.

By 1940, an

estimated 50% of the tenants were female; by 1957, the
figure reached 75%.

Perhaps the explanation is no more

mysterious than the fact that the building is clean, wellkept and with excellent proximity to downtown services.
This would perhaps explain why the women seem to be widows
and older retired people in the later decades, with fewer
and fewer working women.
In June

1944, the building was owned by Georgia

Investment Company who engaged contractors A.B. Hay to perform alterations to finish a 32 by 32 foot showroom for
$1,500.

In May

1955, $3,500 worth of alterations of an

undetermined nature were made by H.J. Tubby and Sons.

This

contractor was engaged in 1958 to put in a new storefront
for the new owners, Buckwalds Ltd.

In 1975 a false

ceiling and new exits were put in by Miners Construction
Ltd. for $8,000.
Then, happily, in the summer of 1976 plans were made to
revitalize the commercial space of the Drinkle building and
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rescue it from such tenants as Sherwin William Paints and
Music City instruments and records.

The interior has been

totally gutted and redesigned (on the ground floor) to
provide open-air retail space through the use of a new
mezzanine floor.

Sub-flooring on staggared levels was

installed to accommodate four shops.

Two of the shops, The

Gazebo, a plant store and Garry Jax, womens" fashions, are
separated only by white lattice works and a large scattering
of plants.

A catwalk connects Custom Stereo to Macho, the

men's shop on the upper level.
The architect, James Parsonson, explains:
I wanted to have retail outlets in
here that would complement one another.
The atmosphere had to be a comfortable
one, and a tropical atmosphere let me
bring nature indoors.
The exterior was redone also.

Three large bay windows

of coloured leaded glass were added and tile put around and
inside the entrance.

Cedar siding was placed on the outside

walls to create a storefront based on the style of
storefronts of London, England at the turn of the century.
The chromatic colour scheme and the front doors are British
while the pane bay windows were lifted from styles on the
18
west coast of the United States in the 1890s.
The
effect is pleasing to behold.
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There is little doubt that these alterations bear no
resemblance to the original storefront or indeed to any ever
seen in Saskatoon.

However, the results are most attractive,

the increased business has insured the continued existence
of the building and somehow the ghost of J.C. Drinkle has
been vindicated.
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261 3rd Avenue South

Saskatoon

The McLean Block occupies a prominent downtown postion on
Third Avenue south by the corner of 20th Street.

It is a

three-storey block that at first glance is not in any way
remarkable or even particularly attractive.

If however, one

raises one's eyes up from the ground floor, some rather
attractive features of design become apparent.

The ground

floor has been entirely surrendered to large plate glass
windows, aluminum on steel frame doors and a barrage of
signs.

On the second and third levels the features of the

orginal building still exist, set out in buff-coloured brick
and contrasted with a dark terra cotta.

A spendidly

decorated frieze marches triumphantly across the top, with
small pediments at either side set in with heavy scroll work
that hints at a stylized face.

Contrasting terra cotta sets

off the double side windows in alternating and radiating
voussoirs with the buff brick.
The building permits for the block are partially lost,
for although changes have been made, the only one noted is
some cosmetic alteration done in 1959 to the store front.
The original permit was taken out in 1911, for the
construction of an office building costing $20,000. A news2
paper picture of the structure in 1912 shows no change in
the upper two storeys but cleaner and more attractive lines
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at the ground level. Where a large Remington sign now
extends across most of the front, there was formerly terra
cotta with horizontal designs. The side doors, recessed and
unobtrusive, were at one time the only doors.

Instead of

broad-faced and plain plate glass across the front, the
original windows were set in dark frames and recessed to give
the stores a more private and intimate appearance.

In front

of the building were three stone benches to permit the
lounging of passers-by and window-shoppers in a bygone age
of more socialable neighbourhoods.

The north side was

painted with the original name, Morton Block, and with a
huge hand, pointing a finger to the Palace Pool and Billiard
Parlor in the basement.
More interesting is the history of the block in the
development of Third Avenue as a whole.

Professor Don Kerr

has made a special study of this in an article called "Boom
and Bust on Third Avenue" in Next Year County.

The coming

of the railway in 1890 dictated that growth in the village
would henceforth take place on First Avenue near the corner
of 20th Street which is a good three blocks away.

By 1903,

development was reaching to Second Avenue but in 1907 when
inn-keeper James Flanagan decided to build a fancy hotel on
Third Avenue, citizens expected that he would lose his
shirt.

Flanagan died an exceedingly wealthy man and the

hotel is still prominent.
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In June 1911, a real estate man arrived who was going
to change all that.

O.M. Helgerson was a young farmer from

Iowa who came north to seek his fortune in the Canadian west
in 1907.

By 1911 he had accumulated enough capital to

acquire the lots in Third Avenue between 20th and 21st
streets.

With the boom beginning to wind up, he was able to

sell the lots at greatly increased prices, with the
stipulation that any building erected had to be at least
3
three storeys in height.
At the same time he erected the
Morton (McLean) Block to enhance the value of the other
properties and of his own.
His insistence on height resulted in the building of
many fine, large structures in the boom of 1912, with a
spill-over into the bleak year of 1913.

The F.R. MacMillan

Department Store, the Traveller's Block, the WilloughbySumner Block, the Glengarry and Connaught Blocks were built
under his stimulus, and further down the street, the Ross
Building, Standard Trusts Building and Third Avenue
Presbyterian Church were started.
blocks were added.

In 1913, two Drinkle

Most of these buildings are still

standing, all outstanding examples of fine architecture and
all the substance of a vision of Helgerson.
This foresight was well-rewarded.

Helgerson announced

to the press in December 1912 that he had made a profit of
$530.95 a day for 449 consecutive working days.

In 17 months,
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he had accumulated a personal profit of $238,402.87 on an
4
initial investment of $30,000. Not only was the
enormous margin of profit a sign of the times but it was
also a time when businessmen were eager to boast about
unjustified profit-making.
By 1913, Saskatoon was already in a serious economic
downswing and in the fall of that year, Third Avenue block
owners were petitioning the city council to permit them to
rent their vacant offices for living accommodations. The
McLean block shows up in Henderson's for the first time
that year with five real estate agents, a broker, a doctor
and 11 private tenants. The financial agents of Morton and
Company probably bought Helgerson out and affixed their name
5
to the small block, in which they also occupied space.
The ratio of private to commercial tenants stayed about
the same until 1919 when there were 16 private suites, many
of which would seem to be rented to war veterans.

In 1922,

after much shifting, the commercial arrangement settled down
in an office system that was to last for many years.
Dominion Dry Goods, Remington Typewriter and National Cash
Register shared the main floor.

The tenants were probably

mostly single men because the suites would certainly be too
small for a family.

Occupations such as a salesman, a car

dealer, an Eaton's driver and a CNR conductor were represented in the 1920s. By 1927, there were 17 private suites,
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compared to 11 in 1913 and it would seem likely that as the
owners resigned the block to being mainly residential, the
larger suites were broken up to maximize the possible rent
returns.
In 19 24, the building was renamed the Early Block but
the ownership cannot be ascertained.

At that time there

were several prominent businessmen named "Early" residing in
Saskatoon so we can presume that it was owned by one of these
or by a partnership within the Early family. J.H. Early
owned a motor company; S.A. Early owned a substantial feed
company and Roy W. Early was a lawyer in the city.
In 1933, Tolley Land Company, Remington and a manufacturer's agents shared the office space while the private
space was typically rented to CNR employees, a teacher, a
cooper in the brewery, a waiter in a cafe, a mechanic and
other working class people.

Due to the manner of enumer-

ation in Henderson's, it is impossible to tell of those
individuals not listed with an occupation are retired or
unemployed or simply not solicited, however, more and more
tenants without occupation were listed.
By about 1934, the name McLean Block was finally fixed.
During the Second World War and continuing since, the
block had had about one-third of its tenants listed as
women.
In 1957, the company Vacuum Service Cleaner Depot moved
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into the ground floor shop and together with Remington
Typewriters (which first moved into the block in 1921) these
two have remained the primary commercial tenants to the
present day.

The Remington dealership since 1963 has been

marketed through the office of Modern Office Equipment, but
the Remington sign which spares the front of the building
remains as one of the principle eyesores of the building.
The firm of Thompson, Daniel and Colthurst were the
architects of the McLean Block in 1912.

They were also

the designers of the old Knox Rectory (08119001300505) at
505-4th Avenue, which is also examined in this report. The
two buildings show no real similarity besides an attractive
appearance with judicious use of detail and an evident
durability.
Little else is known about the block.

Its frontage on

Third Avenue is 50 ft. and it extends back 75 ft. The
entire block was originally fitted for office space,
. .
7
finished in oak,

but there must have been some

remodelling over the years to accommodate its actual use as
basically an apartment block.

Due to O.M. Helgerson's

enthusiam for impressive structures, there is a multitude of
large and handsome structures in the next three blocks which
leave the McLean block looking small and unimpressive. It
is, in fact, a handsome structure.
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326 11th Street East

Saskatoon

In an effort to populate the Northwest and thereby reap the
returns promised through the CPR, the MacDonald government
in 1881 intiated a new land policy which permitted the sale
of land to colonization companies.

in 1882 a group of

concerned citizens in Toronto formed the Temprance Colonization Society for the purpose of settling a community in
the isolated west that would be populated by like-minded
abstainers.

In order to qualify for land, the group had to

reform as a company and became the Temprance Colony.

A site

of two million acres along the South Saskatchewan became the
promised land and in 1882 John Lake chose the site of the
future colony's administrative centre and by so doing established the beginnings of the modern city of Saskatoon.

The

colonists arrived by train to Moose Jaw in 1883 and were
carted overland to the campsite which lay on the east bank
of the river and commanded a magnificent view from the high
banks. More settlers joined the colony the following spring
2
which set the homesteading population at eight souls.
Later in 1884 or perhaps early in 1885, a homesteader
built a box-shaped two storey frame house with a mansard
roof about 100 yards from the bank of the river. The
present archivist at the University of Saskatchewan, was
told by his aunt that the house was built by James Thompson,
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who, with his wife, raised five children in the house.
There was a directory published in 1888 which names the
homesteaders in Saskatoon, but this neither confirms nor
3
negates the original ownership.
The lumber for the house would most likely have been
carried by raft or steamer from Alberta.

A retired steamer

captain provided a clue as to the local builders:
You ask what brought us all to Saskatoon.
We brought a raft of lumber down from
Medicine Hat.

It was sold to the set-

tlers to build their houses.

Fred Kerr,

Mr. Hattie, and [George] Hilliard were
carpenters while Fred Smith was a tinsmith.

These men expected to work in

their various lines on the 200 houses
which were to go up.
4
lured them in here.

This is what

By 1888, the directory included among other commercial
listings a tinsmith and at least one mason and one
5
carpenter.
Whoever built the house was not able to settle in
peacefully upon completion of the construction, it was
pressed into service as a field hospital during the second
Riel Rebellion in 1885.
In an effort to call attention to their grievances, the
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Métis of the North-West Territories that is now Saskatchewan
rose in military force against the Mounted Police.

Led by

Louis Riel and Gabriel Dumont, they struck on 26 March at
Duck Lake.

Infuriated, the Canadian people called for armed

resistance and by 10 April General Middleton and his troops
were marching toward Batoche.

Medical assistance for the

army was organized shortly thereafter.

Dr. Darby Berg in,

Dr. Thomas Roddick and Dr. Michael Sullivan bought the
supplies and assembled the equipment, medical students were
recruited from the universities of McGill and Toronto.
Not long after the battle of Fish Creek on 24 April the
hospital units caught up with Middleton's forces.
With the hazards of travel on the South Saskatchewan
River, it was decided that it would be better to re-locate
the medical corps away from the front. On 1 May two doctors
set up a field hospital in the Temprance Colony at
Saskatoon, in what were the three largest residences as well
as a "commodious" schoolhouse. One of these houses is still
standing on its original location.

It is difficult to

determine for certain, but reference was made to all three
houses sketched on a drawing of the village and it would
seem that the remaining house was labelled as number one in
an article in the Canadian Pictorial and Illustrated War
News :
No. 1 was occupied by Lieut. Halliwell and
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other members of the Midland Battalion,
besides some Grenadiers and Artillery8
men.
Patients were carried from Fish Creek and Batoche by
ambulance wagons which had been improvised by tacking the
hides of steers across the tops of wagon boxes to form
9
hammocks.
In all, 8 5 Canadian troops were cared for in
Saskatoon before the field hospital, and the one at
Qu'Appelle, were moved to Moose Jaw which was on the railway
line.
The nursing staff in Saskatoon was made up of settlers
wives and five trained nurses, led by Nurse Millar, who came
west from Winnipeg to give assistance. When the time came
to move the wounded, it was decided that the overland route
to Moose Jaw was too difficult for the soldiers and most
were loaded onto a barge, along with the nurses, and was
towed down to Winnipeg.

Those few wounded who were evacu-

ated overland to Moose Jaw were delivered into the care of
the Anglican nursing order of Sisters of St. John the
Divine, from Toronto.
One of the steamers which docked in Saskatoon on May
19, had Louis Riel on board, who had surrendered four days
earlier to Middleton at Batoche.

Riel made a brief entry in

Dr. Roddick's diary:
Sir:

A man may be very able in taking
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care of the sick; he may understand his
cases very well; and his medicine may be
well chosen, but above all that the
blessing of God is needed; and without
it, there is no true success.
Yours, L. 'D' Riel
The house was used as a hospital from 1 May until the
barge carrying the wounded departed on 3 July.

The Surgeon-

General's report in 1886 mentions a "Dr. Boyd of London, who
pronounced the hospitals at Saskatoon and Moose Jaw to be
the best equipped and best managed he ever saw".
From 1911 to 1915, the house changed hands rapidly as
the surrounding neighbourhood grew up in the boom period.
There is no record of the years before this.

Then in 1916,

John and Mary Anderson bought the house which was becoming
somewhat small by comparison with other residences in the
12
area.
One can presume that they attended to the upkeep
of the home quite carefully until it was again sold in 1935.
In 1922, they put a wood shed on the rear of the lot which
later became used as a coop for a great number of wild
pigeons.

The pigeons came and went freely and in such

numbers that it became a source of aggravation to at least
one neighbour; the coop was mysteriously set on fire in 1969
or 1970. 13
In 1929, a building permit was taken out to add a
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veranda on the front which is still intact.

In 1931, a con-

crete basement was put under the building made of 8 ft.
thick walls and spaced on 8 ft. footings. At the same time
a new chimney was put in.
There is also a small one-storey addition to the rear
elevation which extended the kitchen and also contains a
small pantry and bathroom.

It is impossible to ascertain

when this was added because there is no permit for it. It
is however, entirely possible that this addition was constructed well before the city was incorporated.

A large

window with leaded pane glass at the top occupies a portion
of the side wall in the livingroom; it is doubtful that this
would have been a part of the original dwelling.

Other

changes on the main and second storey have been cosmetic
only; the basic structure is still plainly visible.
Again in 1942 until 1963, the house belonged to a
14
single family until it was sold to its present owners.
These lengthy periods of stable occupation are likely the
best explanation as to why the building is still in sound
shape after 93 years of continuous occupation.

The present

owners immigrated from Taiwan and seemed to have a strong
sense of maintaining property.

They put in a system of duct

heating and raised the roof from the centre line to permit
better drainage.
The neighbourhood immediately surrounding the house has
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grown old rather rapidly and there has been considerable
encroachment by high-rise apartments.

The house is by far

the oldest building in Saskatoon and is presently in danger
of demolition at any time. As yet there is not even a
plaque to set it off, and certainly no move toward restoration or preservation.

It is the only "participant" of the

Riel Rebellion remaining in Saskatoon.
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311 6th Avenue North

Saskatoon

This residence appears in the first Henderson's Directory
for Saskatchewan in 1909 as the property of George R.
Tinning, who was the present manager of the Union Bank of
Canada branch.

Exact dating of the structure before that

time is difficult because the building permits that would
make this possible have been lost.

The Union Bank had been

in Saskatoon since at least 1907, however, bank managers
generally stay at one post for several years.

It is

possible, therefore, that Tinning built the house for his
family in 1906 or 1907. This would seem to be a reasonable
date by the appearance of the house, but the surrounding
homes were built a few years later.

Residential housing was

very scattered at this time. This house would have been
considered a great distance from downtown, while today it is
less than a ten-minute walk to the centre of the business
district.
From 1910 to 1915, the house changed ownership annually, generally among men with management level positions.
In 1916, the house was occupied by Christopher Yorath and
his family.

Yorath had been brought in especially for the
2
position of City Commisssioner from England in 1913. He
drew from his knowledge of European cities and was one of
the first to press Council for some manner of long range
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planning.

However, he is better remembered for his grandiose

vision of the city (just after a magnificent boom) and his
planning models were based on those designed for Washington
3
and Paris. Yorath was highly critical of the uninspired
grid system for street layouts used by the city.

He pre-

ferred to think of a curvilinear street pattern of selfcontained neighbourhoods with wide boulevards and spacious
parks in every area.
During his appointment from 1913 to 1921, however,
Yorath had to direct his talents towards baling the city out
of its financial woes and re-designing the tax system away
4
from the single-tax scheme.
He moved from the 6th Avenue
House in 1919 to a location closer to the old City Hall.
In 1920, the house was sold to Dr. Ernest R. Myers and
his family.

Myers was a physician who had an office in the

Canada Building (also included in the CIHB reports).

By

this time the city had grown up and Myers would have been
fortunate to have a beautiful home so near to downtown and
to his office. The family kept the home until 1947. Around
the year 1943, a large verandah was removed from the house
but this is the extent of the information on structural
5
change.
From 1947 to 1956, the house was registered as
owned by Deric J. England.

At the time of purchase, England

was an agent for the Mutual Life Assurance Company, but
after 1949, he became a department manager for the Saskatoon
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Supply and Fuel company, a large local firm.
The house lay vacant in 1957 until it was occupied by
G.R. Waugh, a chemist for the wheat Pool until 1962. It
changed hands rapidly until 1967 when it was purchased by
Avro Raidal who is a supervisor with the provincial Social
Services department.

Raidal still owns it.

311-6th Avenue is a brick structure which is unique to
the neighbourhood as a holdover from an earlier style. It
is located on a single block of older houses which is
isolated surrounding new developments.

Still relatively

quiet, well-treed and fairly unique by the existence of a
centre boulevard, the house and the immediate neighbourhood
of charming old homes is in certain danger.

It is almost a

surprise to find the little street still intact.
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505 4th Avenue North

Saskatoon

In 1910 the elders of the congregation of Knox Presbyterian
Church decided that their church was hopelessly inadequate
to serve the large and booming population.

Permission was

granted for a new church in January 1912.

The new church

was large and prestigious but above all else, it was in
harmony with the mood of the city.

Saskatoon was booming

and in 1911 it could well be imagined that it would fulfil
2
expectations and become the Minneapolis of the West.
The
city almost clamoured for such an edifice; certainly the
wealthy Scots Presbyterian businessmen did.

A new rectory

was the next logical step to give proper accommodation to
the minister and his family of the fine new church, for up
to this point they had lodged in rented houses.
The firm of Thompson, Daniel and Colthurst was engaged
to draw up plans for the rectory which was located on some
church property at 505-4th Avenue North.
included with this report.

The plans are

This seems to be a local firm of

architects rather than just an agency.

These architects had

also designed the present-day McLean building
(08119000400261) at 267-3rd Avenue South which is also
included in the CIHB building report.

It is not known why

the architects who designed the new church, David R. Brown
and Hugh Vallence from Montreal, were not engaged.

Perhaps
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these architects are specialists in large public buildings
or perhaps it was felt that a local architect firm should be
patronized for the small project.
The rectory, or 'manse', as it was referred to, was
3
erected in the summer of 1911 at a cost of $9,500.
Glancing at the permits at the other houses on the block, it
becomes evident that this house was by far the most costly.
The average range for houses in the rest of the neighbourhood
4
was from $5 - $6,000, which built a rather nice house at
the time. The rectory was a particularly beautiful building.
Upon completion, it was occupied by Rev. Wylie Clark
who had joined Knox in 1910. An ambitious and energetic
fellow, Clark was one of the powers behind the building of
the new church.

He was also a strong leader in the

movement towards church union in the 1920s, and a moderator
of several presbyteries about the country.

His period as

pastor at Knox was a long and happy one which lasted until
1927.

He and his wife had five children, which would
5
explain in part the size of the rectory.
The rectory was vacant for a few months in 19 27,
waiting for the new minister and his family; Rev. James A.
MacKenzie arrived in September of that year with his three
children.

He finally resigned in August 1928 after a long,
6

sad tenancy.

It was during this period, however, that the church's
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Woman's Association rallied in a special effort and was able
7
to pay off the mortgage of the rectory in 1935.
There is some confusion in the years from 1938 to 1940.
Rev. Mackenzie was replaced by Rev. Robert Hall but for some
reason Hall is not listed as living in the house until 1941.
Instead Henderson's lists occupancy by Alex B. Gilmour, a
carpenter, who resided on the same street. There is no
apparent explanation for this confusion, although it occurs
consecutive years.
In 1941, Robert Hall is officially listed as the
occupant.

In 1944, A.B. Hay, a local contractor, was hired

on by the church to undertake some repairs and alterations.
At this time, stucco was added to the original siding and
some other steps toward better insulation were taken. Some
minor repairs were made and the beautiful front verandah was
removed and replaced by a plain porch and concrete stairs.
This alteration left the house basically the way it looks at
present.
From 1947 to 1950, the Rev. Duncan Wilkie and his
family lived in the house.

In 1950, Knox United sold it's

rectory and the Wilkies moved to 539 24th Street East. A
man who worked as a skipper at McGavin Babeiur lived in the
house until 1953 when he sold it to Sigurd Holtman, who
owned a local grocery store.

From 1957 to 1968, the

occupants of the home changed almost every year which would
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appear to indicate that the house was owned by a landlord
who rented it out.

The Henderson's is not clear on this

point during this period.
Finally in 1968, the large old house was split up into
a rooming house containing seven suites, which was increased
to ten the following year.

The tenants were generally

working class people such as a warehouseman and a dairy
machinist, as well as a couple of students.
The original structure was an elegant and wellproportioned house; it is a discouraging contrast to the
stark dowager which leers upon the passer-by at present. A
large and comfortable verandah swept across the front and
was undoubtedly the scene of many a chat with the local
minister on long summer evenings. The lines of the verandah
repeated the bell cast roof, which is a somewhat unusual
design on the prairies. A small door off the sewing room in
the centre of the second floor led onto a second level on
the verandah; the verandah was supported by four sturdy
pillars which led into shallow arches in wooden trim.
There was also a small porch on the rear elevation
which was called a "scullery" but probably served as a
vestibule, and designed to house the ice box.

A small door

at the top of the stairs to the second storey gives access
to a small gallery which is the roof of the scullery
extenstion.
windows.

Both second storey doors have been replaced by
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The original plans called for bevelled wood siding
around the main floor with wood shingles on the second
floor as can still be seen under the attic window.
Shingles were also to decorate the front verandah and its
pillar fronts. There is a photograph of the house when it
was new and the shingles were a darker shade than the
siding, perhaps painted in a medium tone or perhaps left in
Q

the natural colour.

The pattern formed a traditional

pattern of alternate set rows, similar to brick patterns.
The house has 1,864 square feet, and space was used
efficiently inside according to the times. There was both
a formal drawing room on the main floor as well as a more
comfortable study, which featured a large bay window to the
side and a fireplace. A large dining room and kitchen also
led off from the centre hall.

A small pantry connected the

dining room to the kitchen.
The second storey was also a centre hall plan with
three large bedrooms, one smaller one, a bathroom and
serving room.

The attic was planned to accommodate two

more bedrooms which may have been finished at the time or
possibly added later.
A coal chute and fuel room were in a separate room
from the furnace so that the hauling of coal over to the
furnace would be a regular chore for the family.

The rest

of the basement was left basically unfinished except for a
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half bathroom and a laundry room.
The house itself was recently been repainted and
repaired to make it more attractive than the Phase One
photograph shows and is at present for sale.

It will

undoubtedly continue as a boarding house because it would
be an expensive undertaking to return to a single family
dwelling, but its future appears secure for the next few
years.
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Figure 1:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911.
Front Elevation. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon
City Hall) .
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Figure 2:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911. Side Elevation.
(Building Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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Figure 3:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911. Side Elevation.
(Building Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).

Figure 4:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911.
Back Elevation. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon
City Hall) .
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Figure 5:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911. Section.
Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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V

Figure 6:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911.
Basement Plan. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon
City Hall).

Figure 7:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911.
Ground Floor Plan. (Building Permits Department,
Saskatoon City Hall).

Figure 8:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911.
First Floor Plan. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon
City Hall).
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Figure 9:

Knox Presbyterian Church Pastors Residence, 1911.
Roof and Attic Plan. (Building Permits Department,
Saskatoon City Hall) .
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838 Spadina Crescent

Saskatoon

The history of Knox Church goes back to the establishment
of the site of Saskatoon itself with the formation of the
Saskatoon Presbyterian Mission Fund in 1885.

The

orthodox preachers undoubtedly found an equally orthodox
audience of Temprance Colonists, in whose view alcohol and
sin went hand in hand.

The vigours of frontier life, even

in a village, sustained strong support for all religious
institutions and the Presbyterian congregation grew as the
colony itself grew.
By 1892, there was a large enough congregation, and a
permanent circuit minister to justify the building of a
church for the village which was shared by the Methodists
and Presbyterians.

It was "a white lime and gravel

structure", which, with its cupola, was a landmark for many
2
miles around.
By 1897, the congregation was holding two
Sunday services and felt it was time that they procure
their own quarters, which was a stone school, still
standing on the University of Saskatchewan campus and had
previously served as their church.

Before 1900, services

were also held in a general store and in the railway roundhouse where the minister would preach the sermon with one
arm leaning on the big, black steam engine.
Clearly this would not suffice for a congregation of
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52 families and two lots were bought on Spadina Crescent
3
where the first Knox Church constructed in 1900.
It was
a white frame building that required three enlargements
because the congregation grew at a rapid rate.

The name

"Knox" was simply assumed from the start.
In 1910, a new minister came to Knox by the name of
Rev. Wylie Clark; under his guidance, the church in
Saskatoon strengthened, and the present church was built.
The Phoenix traces the progress of the congregation in its
decision to expand their present church and ultimately to
build a new large one.

On 21 January 1911, permission for

this move was given by the Saskatoon Presbytery.

In May

1912, the site of Spadina Crescent at 24th Street was
chosen and the tenders were let.

A subscription fund was a

goal of $150,000 was established and the elders organized
4
the congregation for the campaign.
Building permit
number 819 gave the city's permission for a brick structure
132 ft. x 100 ft. to cost $129,000.5
The cornerstone for the new church was laid on 17
October 1912.

The honour was performed by the oldest

member of the congregation, Mrs. Copland, whose family had
6
come to Saskatoon in 1885.
She was handed a silver
trowel by the architect and patted the stone into place,
sealing in a metal box which contained the following items:
"Copies of the Phoenix, the Star, and the Saturday Press,
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the Presbyterian Record, the Westland, the Bible, a
Presbyterian Hymn Book, and a short history of the congre7
gation.
Speeches were given by Mayor Clinskill, Dr.
Oliver of the University of Saskatchewan, Mrs. Copland and
by Rev. Clark.
Construction proceeded at a steady rate with no documented interruptions; the labour was almost completely
manual and the hauling done by horses so that the period of
construction was eighteen months.

The church was dedicated

at a ceremony on Sunday, 3 May 1914.

in the spirit of

the times, the minister proclaimed that the building of the
church was a credit to the splendid spirit of the pioneer
9
West and the robust life of the city of Saskatoon.

The

formal opening of the Sunday School rooms in the basement
took place that same afternoon, and sixteen children were
baptized at 4:00 p.m.
The structure had actually cost $130,000, which did
not include the windows or the furnishings.

The architects

were the firm of Brown and Vallence of Montreal who had
also supplied the design for the five original buildings as
the new University of Saskatchewan in the city.

There are

conflicting reports about the firm's representative on the
project or perhaps one architect succeeded the other.

At

the cornerstone ceremony, it was Mr. McLean who handed over
the silver trowel but by December 1913, the Phoenix reported
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that their representative was Mr. A.I. Richardson.
The contracting firm was R.J. Lecky and Company, a
firm that was based in Regina but did extensive work
throughout the province. Among their many projects in the
period are included the Legislative Buildings in Regina,
the beautiful 25th Street bridge in Saskatoon and St.
Chad's College in Regina.

The progress of their projects

from 1909 to 1914 has been recorded in photographs in two
albums preserved at the archives in Regina.

It is from

these albums that the pictures in this report were taken; a
listing of the content appears in the endnotes.
Whereas the church had formerly rented a house for the
pastor,

they had now decided to build one. Accordingly,

a lot was secured, an architect enlisted, and the "manse"
was built at 505 4th Avenue North, in 1912, which has also
been studied in this report.
The church edifice is usually described as "modern
Gothic" in style, made of a steel frame with brick walls,
and finished with a dark red-brown coloured brick contrasted by limestone trimmings along the foundation,
windows, cornices and twin lines which set off the basement
from the main floor. There is no indication where any of
the material came from.
The Phoenix commented on its design in an apt
description:
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Lacking any pretentious aduncts, Knox
church impresses by its massiveness and
solidarity.

The solid masonry of the

walls and butresses betokens that the
builders were planning for more than
one generation.

The structure is in-

teresting in its outlines.

Rivals of

the firm of architects who designed the
building state that it is a type of
architecture not sufficiently known and
appreciated in Canada, a type that would
be considered admirable amid connossieurs
12
of church architecture.
The roof, finished in place in January 1913, has a
gentle slope which also adds to the massiveness of the
design.
The church occupies a downtown site which is set off
by other churches in the area, with the beautiful and
Gothic St. John's Cathedral right next door. The lot is
heavily treed and the church has an uninterrupted view of
the banks of the South Saskatchewan River, which lends
toward a peaceful and beautiful setting despite the
proximity to the bustle of downtown activity.
The interior is finished in extremely soft hues of
dusty blue-green with carpeting of the same shade. The mas-
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sive cathedral ceiling is finished in fibrous plastic 13
and is not supported by any pillars which gives a sweeping
effect as the eye scans the huge auditorium and balconies.
The arches which span the ceiling are supported by brackets
of plaster in the shape of winged angels who gaze upon the
congregation at various angles from their ornate perches.
The auditorium seats 1200 people; the two sides and
end have separate balconies.

There are a generous number

of exits leading from the main room and galleries into the
hallways, vestibules and backrooms.

Off the mezzanine

floor (that is, behind the pulpit) are the choir, manager's
and minister's rooms. Basically a cruxiform shape, the
transept windows are all stained glass of beautiful subject
pictures and floral designs.

The interior finish is

entirely oak; the floors are simply referred to as
"hardwood".14
The basement of the church contains virtually unaltered Sunday School rooms, a club room, library, kitchen
and a boiler room.
Alterations to the church have been few.

In July,

1956, a permit was issued to a contractor, A.B. Hay, for
$10,000.

For this sum, a new cement floor was laid on the

basement, the lighting system was modernized to flourescent
fixtures, and general repairs were made.15 The following
year, the congregation decided to replace the choirloft with
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a chancel and one of the members had the idea of making a
fitting communion table.
oak from Indiana.

A J. Trotter carved in it white

He used the Gothic arch lines of the

church for the base of the table and carved in verses as
well as the symbols of a grapevine and standing wheat for
the sides.
<
of art.

It was dedicated in 1960 and is a genuine work

1 6

The organ was built by the Casavant Frerês in St.
Hyancinth, considered by many to be the best in Canada.

As

in the United Church as a whole, the "ministry of music" in
Knox is a great source of pride to the congregation.
Besides a regular Sunday service, the church building
has served a multitude of purposes.

Numerous clubs and

organizations have used the basement including women's
associations, scouts, cubs and CGIT groups, and missionary
groups.

By 1950, the minister was giving regular Sunday

evening broadcasts and there is at present a day-care
centre staffed church members.
After the union of churches in 1925, Knox Presbyterian
became Knox United, one of two downtown United Church
cathedrals.

Along with Third Avenue United, Knox has been

feeling the pinch of dwindling attendance and increased
maintenance costs while providing virtually duplicate
services.

17

Several years ago, the church was caught in

an economic crash when real estates values were low and the
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occupancy rate in blocks and businesses equally low.
However, by the time the slump was over, Knox had again
rolled to the point where it could not meet the space needs
of various groups seeking rooms for meetings, special
programs and social events.

In 1973, the minister talked

quite openly of other possibilités including selling the
property and merging with St. John's Anglican across the
land.
Knox church is a large traditonal structure, while it
is structurally sound, its operation is becoming economically unfeasible as a result of the same two factors which
make it so beautiful - its size and location.
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Figure 1:

Knox United Church, Saskatoon under construction, November 1912.
(Saskatchewan Archives Photograph, Lecky album).

Figure 2:

Knox United Church, Saskatoon under construction, October 1912.
(Saskatchewan Archives Photograph, Lecky album).
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Figure 3:

Interior of Knox Church, Saskatoon, 1914.
Photograph, Lecky album).

(Saskatchewan Archives
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Figure 4:

Interior of Knox Church, Saskatoon, 1914.
Photograph, Lecky album).

(Saskatchewan Archives
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Date
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214 29th Street West

Saskatoon

In 1912, Robert J. Armstrong, a carriage dealer, built a
very large house for his family on 29th Street West.

It was

a commodious structure, handsome and rather prestigious.
The cost was also great - $8,000.

The area was properly
2
serviced by sewer, water, and streetcar lines.
The

neighbourhood today consists of smaller homes; which were
erected during the 1920s and later.
Robert Armstrong was ept in aligning his business
pursuits to the needs of the city.

He became a farm

implement dealer for two years and then in 1916, he
established Armstongs Ltd., a coal dealership.

He used his

residence as an office for two years and then sold the
home.
From 1918 to 1924, the house changed ownership on a
yearly basis and was always occupied by upper level management people (for example, 1918-19, owner Peter W. Gordon
3
was a manager of Imperial Oil).
In 19 24, Omar L. Lemery and family bought the
4
residence in which they lived until 1942.
Lemery owned
and managed the Lemery-Denison Electric Ltd., a family
business in which the family members took an active part.
The house benefitted from the stability of this long and
continuous single occupation.

Lemery himself was a handy-
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man and in 1930 he took out a permit to build a garage involving a poured cement floor, electric wiring and a frame
5
structure. This work he did on his own. What this also
tells us is that despite the depression, Lemery was still
able to expand and throughout this period he not only kept
the house as a single family dwelling but he clearly maintained it properly as well.
The house stood vacant for part of 1943 and the next
year it was purchased by George and Elizabeth Rutledge.
Rutledge was listed in Henderson's simply as a farmer.
After ten years, the house was sold to a retired
doctor, Dr. Leo Myer, who kept it from 1955 to 1969.7

it

was then sold, or possibly only rented, to its present
occupant, D.C. Booth who is also retired.

Clearly the

house has benefitted from these long periods of ownership
and care.
The most striking feature of the house is the large
enclosed verandah across the front that would seem to be
part of the original structure, judging by its design and
detail.

In particular, there is a rail around the top

which creates a second balcony as in older times, and there
is a large and beautiful bay window opening to the east
side that ushers the sun into a tiny sunroom leading from
the livingroom.

Lead paned glass in the ground floor

windows and beamed ceilings in the diningroom and parlor
make this an elegant old home.
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650 Broadway

Saskatoon

Due to the many factors which affect demographic movements,
Saskatoon began a boom period in about 1910 which lasted
until mid-way through 1913.

People began to pour into the

city at an alarming rate the population rose from 12,383 in
1910 to 27,527 people in 1912.

This is a large increase

in absolute terms, but when one looks at it in proportion
to the 1910 figure it becomes enormous.

There was,

predictably, a serious shortage of housing and many private
homes were split into multiple dwellings during these
years.
Another obvious method of supplying housing on a more
plentiful basis (and in less time) was by apartment blocks,
particularly for people with low or moderate incomes.
During this period a few were built, but they were not
abundant.
Architects and others acquainted with
building conditions and apartment
houses believe that, while it will not
be used at all as a solution to the
problem of housing the laboring men, and
hope not, are of the opinion that it is
2
bound to g a m a place in Saskatoon.
What the architects are referring to were tenement
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housing as compared to apartments.

All were agreed the

apartment blocks could be built at a reasonable rate at a
cost of between $10 and $100 per month.

And there was no

doubt that for the owners, apartments were a very good
paying proposition.3
In 1912, Arlington I. Farnam built an apartment on the
corner of Broadway Avenue and 11th Street East in Nutana,
the original settlement area of Saskatoon.

He modestly

called the block after himself and had Farnam and 1912
displayed in large characters in the centre fan of a large
parapet across the front of the building.

He liked the

block enough to live in it for two years.
There were originally ten suites.

In 1914, Archibald

Wier, the registrar at the University of Saskatchewan took
over three suites, presumably to form one large suite.
Some of the tenants were teachers, clerks and small
businessmen and many worked at the university which is
4
within walking distance of the block.
On the ground
floor was a doctor's office and a ladies tayloring shop and
by 1917, a barbershop and billiards hall moved into the
5
basement suites that were to stay for a long time.
The economy took a bad downswing during 1913 and it
seems to have caught up with the Farnam Block in 1915 when
only 2 suites are shown to be rented in Henderson's.
Perhaps the rents were prohibitively high, or perhaps the
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tenants who were mostly single men had enlisted to fight.
Either way the apartment remained mostly vacant until 1919.
In that year, the Nutana Catholic Church

was formed and

held its services in the basement of the block under the
direction of Father Jan.

The church continued in this

manner until Father Jan rallied the funds to have an actual
church built in 1923.
After a slight jump in occupancy rate in 1919-20, the
Farnam Block again was mainly vacant during the 1920s
except for the billiard parlor and barbershop.

At times,

as many as six private suites would be rented but the
changeover rate was very high.

For some reason, the block

had great difficulty attracting and holding on to tenants.
In 1928, the occupancy rate began to rise and there
7
began a trend toward greater stability of tenants.
These people were from widely varying backgrounds:

a

photographer, a carpenter, CNR employee, a phone repairman
etc.

The commercial space, in 1932 for example, was taken

up by the Broadway Plumbing and Heating Company and by John
W. Gibson who had a photography studio.
Occupancy increased significantly during the
Depression as fewer people could afford to maintain a
private home.

Capitalizing on the need for cheap housing,

the owners of the block split up the suites for a total of
8
thirteen suites.
It was not until 1938 however, that
these splits took place.

At that time the suite which had
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belonged to the former registrar was returned to three
separate units, which may be an indication as to why the
owners had such difficulty attracting tenants:
were too big and therefore too expensive.

the suites

In the thirties

and fourties, the suites were generally all rented, pre9
sumably at a lower cost.
In 1947, the Nutana Barbershop opened its doors in the
basement and it is still there at the present.

The other

offices tended to change hands quite rapidly as tailor
shops, real estate firms and insurance agents came and
went.
By the 1950's there were two discernable trends in the
tenantry - many of the tenants were working women, often
sharing suites, and there began to be a greater percentage
of ethnics.

Both of these trends seem to indicate that

while the apartment was still respectable, the rents were
kept fairly low.

While the middle class families were

beginning to move out into the newer areas, the neighbourhood around Farnam was becoming a popular area for students
and for recent immigrants, which is an indication of lower
housing costs.
Around 1968, the commercial space in the block began
to prosper and a variety of new shops appeared.

A tailor

shop, dry cleaning store, second hand bookshop, gift shop
and stereo sound equipment store assembled on the ground
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floor and basement level.

A piano store replaced the

stereo shop to complete the present day scene.

The number

of private suites rented varies between 12 and 15 suites.
The Farnam Block is made from red and buff coloured
brick with terra cotta trim.

It is two and a half storeys

high, with a set of eight stairs leading up to the first
floor, and the basement is set just below ground level with
downstairs entrances.

This feature alone makes the

building quite unique to the city, although little has to
be done to set it off as an attractive feature.

There is

some interesting brickwork on the facade, and the centre
section of the block forms a pleasant and well-balanced
unit.

The fan-shaped transom panel over the main door

respects the lines of the parapet detail, and the second
storey window harmonizes with the side panel on the door.
But the block is rundown now and the bricks are shifting
and loosening.
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804 McPherson Avenue

Saskatoon

The Webster Block was built in 1912, originally under the
name of Dun Roblin Apartments.

The permit for a value of

$25,000 was taken out by D. Webster to build an "apartment
house" of brick and hollow tile.

The apartment was duly

constructed, and right next door was also built a house of
similar design.

This house was owned by David Webster, an

up and coming local architect.

Everything points both to

Webster as the architect of the new apartment block and his
being at least part owner in the block.

He lived next door

until his death in 1952 and the apartment's name was
changed to Webster Block in 1928.
The study of the structure is not nearly so
interesting as the study of the man who presumably built
it.

David Webster was born in 1884 in Scotland when he

received training in architecture.

He moved first to

Toronto and then to Winnipeg in 1903 to practice his profession.

He moved west to Saskatoon in 1908, where he

formed a partnership with an architect named Noel for two
years.

By 1914, he was on the executive of the

Saskatchewan Association of Architects.

He enlisted in

1914 and as a lieutenant with the Prince Patricia Canadian
Light Infantry in distinguished service.

In 1930, he

formed the partnership of Webster and Gilbert in which he
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stayed until his death.

He served as the Deputy Minister

of Public Works in Regina from 1938-48, after which time he
moved back to Saskatoon to supervise the construction of
2
the new University Hospital.
Webster had designed several apartment blocks in the
city.

The Montrose and Cambridge Court are very posh

apartments to this day, with the Braemer Apartment a step
below.

In addition to several warehouses, he designed

the plans for the Police Station, Legion Hall, Exhibition
Stadium and the West wing of the Municipal Hospital.

He

designed the MacMillan Building, Glengarry and Blair Blocks
as well as a large number of schools, the most notable of
3
which is Buena Vista school.
While many of his designs
were lacking in great inspiration, the very number of them
makes him notable.
The Dun Roblin was opened to tenants in 1913 with 12
suites on the upper three floors and two suites in the
basement.

The apartment is built into a hill formed by the

river bank, and the basement apartments look out from the
downside of the hill.
Occupancy through the years was kept at a fairly high
rate, and the early tenants were generally working class
people, with a few in the middle or management levels.
Such occupation as engineers, a Customs clerk, and a
conductor contrasted to the branch manager of an insurance
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firm, a lawyer, and the advertising manager of MacMillan's
4
department store.
We can presume that these suites were
occupied by single persons or couples at the most, due to
the sizes of the suites, whole families would be rare.
In 1928, the block was renamed to Webster Block and it
seems that the interior was spruced up somewhat (or the
5
rents simply rose) because the class of tenants appeared
to include a more consistent middle class level of occupations.

In 1934, a new David Webster moved in who stayed

for many years.

It would seem that he was the son of the

archtect who lived next door.

Also living in the Block at

that time was Harold Drinkle, who could well be related to
the boom-time investor in Saskatoon, J.C. Drinkle
(081190049008094).
The tenants did show greater diversity from about 1935
onwards, but a trend of stability appeared over the years.
Whereas the rate was much higher in the other apartments
studied, the turnover rate in the Webster Block was less
than 40% annually.
The building is close to the university campus and in
the later years, it has housed a good many students.
Henderson's Directory only began to enumerate "student" as
an occupation in the 1960s so one can only presume that
there were others before that time.
The apartment is an attractive building with gables on
the third floor and bay windows on the first floor.

It ram-
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bles out in a series of levels down the hill on the riverside and down the rear to its parking lot. The main level
is red brick while the second levels are covered in plaster
and feature facing beams and multi-pane windows in a
rendition of "Queen Anne" style.
The structure itself is in need of maintenance, but
the grounds are pleasant.

There is no real threat of com-

mercial or high-rise encroachment, and very little new
building has gone on in the area so the Webster Block is
likely secure for at least a few more years.
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501 Temprance

Saskatoon

Saskatoon was originally settled by a group of zealots who
left Toronto in 1883 and founded a community on the banks
of the South Saskatchewan.

This Temprance Colony was both

a protest and an escape from the evils of city life which
were caused by drink.

Temprance street where this resi-

dence is located was named to commemorate that colony.

It

is in the part of the city which was laid out by the original town planners in the 1880s, although actually
development did not take place until much later.

Today, it

remains part of a quiet, older residential neighbourhood.
801 Temprance was built by Robert and Walter Ross, two
brothers who worked for the firm of Sidney R. Ross, Real
Estate and Investment Broker.

It would seem likely that it

was their father's company, and both men were salesmen for
it.

The residence was constructed in 1912, the very height

of the boom in Saskatoon, at a cost of $5,500.
Robert Ross lived in the house for eight years and
seems to have sold, or more likely rented it in 1920 to
2
Alex Shaw who was teaching at the University.
in 1921,
the house was restored to Walter Ross, who by this time had
established Ross Brothers Limited, a finance company for
real estate, investment insurance and mortgages. Walter
Ross was secretary-treasurer.

The offices were located
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in the Ross Building, but is is not known if what seems
like an obvious connection in the names can be made. The
Ross brothers must have had a good, stable business because
they survived depression with out having to move or
3
sub—divide the house.
In 1922, a private garage was added, and in 1931 the
front verandah was removed and replaced by a 4 ft. x 6 ft.
porch.

At this time a sun porch, 8 ft. x 10 ft., was

4
added, constructed of wood frame and covered in stucco.
This would seem to indicate that the side sunroom was the
addition, but it may refer to the back porch which is not
particularly sunny but may have had a balcony leading off
the second storey. At this time, the original siding of
the entire residence was covered over in stucco. The
building area was listed as 1,154 square feet and the site
area was 8,400 square feet.
In 1941, the house was split up into five apartments,
but unfortunately no permit exists to outline the
structural changes. Walter Ross had bought another home,
but it was not determined whether he still owned 801
Temprance or had sold it.
Three of the new suites were rented to women - a
librarian, a teacher and a clerk.

From 1941 to 1959,

many of the suites were occupied by women and men who were
connected to the University, which was close by.

The tenants
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were generally teachers, professors, an accountant and a
researcher for the Department of Agriculture. Most stayed
for more than a year, and a few stayed for several.
For a brief period in 19 59, the house was occupied and
owned by a single family.

In the summer of that year, Haid

Construction Company was contracted to do $2,000 worth of
repairs and alterations to the house, and at this time the
house was returned to more or less a single family
dwelling.

At the same time some of the beams had to be
7
reinforced and some wallboard was installed.
The next year, the building was again sold, this time
Q

to the Sisters of Mission Service.

They had a big

double garage constructed, but seem to have left the house
as it had been.
The Sisters still own the house, and besides their own
resident staff, they also provide accommodation for a
number of girls on a semi-permanent basis. They have
landscaped the yard and maintained the house in excellent
condition. Green shutters, a brilliant white exterior and a
small porch with a pediment and lattice sides create the
impression of a much newer structure and evidence of telltale aging are few.

The lead pane glass in the ground

floor and attic windows, and the large overhang and eaves
are really all that dates this house to 1912.
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203 Poplar Crescent

Saskatoon

This house has had a great many changes in function and
1
interior structure since it was first built in 1912.
The owner was Norris Berve who was the manager of the John
Deere Plow Company.

This was an extremely lucrative bus-

iness to be engaged in, in Saskatoon at that time because
the city was the centre for a vast area of farmland that
was being rapidly developed and mechanized.

There is no

record of the architect or contractor, but the design of
the house and the position of the owner would seem to
indicate that an architect designed the house for the
specific needs of the family.
2
The house was sold in 1915 to Thomas P. Morton, who
was a lawyer, just in a large partnership and later as an
independent lawyer.

In 1919, Richard T. Chown of the
3
Chown-MacMillan Limited, bought the house.
This company
owned Chown1s Drugstore which was a prominent downtown
drugstore.

From 1924 to 1927, the ownership changed
4
several times among different lawyers and managers.

For

either part of the time, or all of it, the house stood
5
vacant in 1928 and 1929 for reasons unknown.
The depression after October 1929 hit Saskatchewan
with full force and the distribution of relief became a
tremendous problem for the municipal governments who had to
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bear the financial burden.

Many simply could not handle

the amounts required and families moved to the larger
cities in hopes of work and because the cities were in a
better position to assist by relief.

As a result many

families and single people moved to Saskatoon

and the

demand for low-cost housing jumped up during 1930.

The

owner of 203 Poplar Crescent capitalized on this need, and
an exception to the zoning law, and turned the residence
into five suites called the Poplar Apartments.

The house

has three finished storeys, presumably two suites each on
the first storeys and a single suite in the attic.

There

is no permit to record these changes, as the building permits up to around 1932 are lost; the building remained an
apartment building until 1944.

Although the occupancy rate

dropped off, as the depression worsened, the tenants that
remained in the building seem to have had the security of a
job.

An assistant manager, an engineer for the city, a grain

sampler and an Eaton's butcher were some of the residents
in the building.

During the early years of World War II,

several women moved in and it seems that there were also
students living in the house by that time.

In 1934, the

owner of the house, A.B. Fishman who also occupied a suite
o

in the house,

contracted F.J. Benesh to build a garage

on the rear of the lot, and to replace an eight inch flue
on the main chimney.

In June 1944, the house changed owner-
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ship to Mrs. A. Seldon, who installed a new fireplace and
9
had considerable alterations done to the interior, and
the house was turned over to the Soldiers and Airmen
Christian Association.

This seems to have been a social

and economic rehabilitation group and it is likely that
veterans found temporary lodgings in the spacious
residences.

The next year, 1945, an addition was pushed

out the rear of the structure
H.H. Hare, the contractor.

under the direction of

This was a single storey

structure, 14 ft. x 10 ft. x 8 ft., frame with stucco
finishing. It had a flat under roof and some sort of
plumbing was installed.

The estimated cost was $500.

This

may have been an enlargement of the kitchen, which was
again added to in 1972.

The soldiers' association

remained until 1948.
During that year, the house was returned to the use of
a single family, Revis Carroll, a lawyer and his family.
It would seem that some of the attractions in 1944 returned
the house to the point where it could be used as a single
family dwelling, but again in 1952 the house was split back
into five apartments by William Stevens.
The house was sold in 1969 to Elwood Somerville, a
physician, and his wife Beverly.

They could see the beauty

of the old house and made the alterations necessary to return the structure to its original status by Contractors
Joseph and Custer.

Interior alterations made included
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half-inch gyproc and plaster for partitions and walls. In
the summer of 1972, the Somerville's added a 10 x 16 foot
12
extension to their kitchen
which seems to have
incorporated, with accommodation, the previous addition of
1944.

A concrete floor was poured and wood frame and

stucco used.
surface.

An asphalt flat roof covered the upper

The contractor was J. Schmidt, and a summary

print of the plans appears in the rear of this report. At
this same time, the large front porch was partitioned and a
small den was created on the east side.
This was a large and attractive house in an old
residential area of Saskatoon.

The house itself has a

front elevation of twin gables set off with half timbers,
and a set of bay windows with a duplicate set on the west
side for a balanced and harmonious effect.

Despite many

changes over the years, it has been well maintained and at
present is in a state of good repair.
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Figure 1:

Plans of house, made in 1969 in an attempt to return structure to its
original state. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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208 Poplar Cresecent

Saskatoon

This house was built in 1912 for the modest price of
$3,000.

The low price and the similarlity of its design

to others in the neighbourhood would suggest that the house
was constructed from a pattern book or at least a design
that was used quite liberally at the time.

In no way does

this detract from the attractiveness of the house itself,
or the others in the area because over the years numerous
variations in finishing and additions have made the houses
all unique.

This one in particular features a gambrel roof

with a small rounded gable in the roof, which creates the
impression of a thatched roof.

The design is very British

in appearance, like a small country cottage, with halftimbering and lead pane glass to finish a "Queen Anne
revival" effect.

It was constructed by Peter Van Bosse who

was the chief agent in Saskatoon for the Netherlands
Mortgage Company.

Apparently Van Bosse left the city as

the economic tide receeded in 1913 and the residence was
2
sold.
From that point until 1933, the house changed
hands at a suprisingly rapid rate, with only three owners
staying more than one year.
men:

All of the owners were wealthy

a realtor, a chartered accountant for the Bank of

Commerce, the western manager of Quaker Oats Company (Thomas
Reynolds, 1916-18), the city engineer, a salesman for
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Willy's Overland cars, the manager of a firm of fire
3
adjustors, and a department manager of Eatons.
Finally,
in 1933 J.M. MacDonald, a manager at Paulin Chambers,
4
bought the house and kept it for the duration of the
decade. This was probably the critical period for the
house, because many others like it were split up or simply
neglected in a highly detrimental fashion during the
depression.
Once again, from 1941 to 1952, ownership changed quite
quickly among people, generally in management level class
occupations. The building was even vacant for a few months
5
in 1952.
Without having spoken with the owners of the
house, it is impossible to judge whether the cause of this
lay with the house, or if it just happened to always be
external factors.

Either way, it established a clear

pattern in the class of ownership.
In 1953, Edward Maloney purchased the house

6

to

begin its longest period of single ownership of twenty-one
years.

He was at the time the manager of Underwood

Limited, the typewriter company, and later became manager
and then president of Commerical Office Equipment Limited.
In 1965, Maloney re-shingled the house, and up to this
point, this is the only major repair or alteration
recorded.
In 1972, Alan Haynes and his wife bought the house and
in 1975 they put an addition on the rear of the house.

The
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contractor was R. Erwin, and he built a single storey 18 ft.
x 11 ft. frame and stucco room.

Haynes is a professor

at the University of Saskatchewan and he still owns the
house. Considering the number of times it has changed
hands, the building is in very good shape.
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304 3rd Avenue North

Saskatoon

Third Avenue United was originally built as a Methodist
Church by the first Methodist congregation in Saskatoon.
Essentially Anglo-Saxon in its ethinicity, Methodism had a
firm base in the town by the time a minister was assigned
1
in 1903 to attend the spritual needs of the people. In
this respect, the Methodists were relatively late-starters,
the Anglicans, Catholics and Presbyterians had already
established themselves in some form by this time.

The

original Temprance colonists from Eastern Canada who settled
the area in 1882-83 were joined by a fragment of the Barr
colonists who emigrated from England to Lloydminster in
2
1803, and after that by American settlers to form a
growing Methodist community.
Meeting in a hall in the town, the Congregation
3
alloted $450 for the purchase of six lots on Third
Avenue and promptly erected a wooden frame church and a
parsonage in 1906, a committee was formed to handle the
business of financing and constructing a great new church.
Consequently, the downtown lots were sold for $75,000 and
the Church became like several others which found that the
advance in the price of real estate at the time made it
more profitable to sell their land, demolish the buildings
5
and rebuild in quieter sectors.
A new location down the

4
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the street was purchased in 1911 and construction on the
present church began shortly thereafter.
A Winnipeg architect, J.N. Semmers was engaged for the
design.

He understood the psychology of scale which

shows up in his other works, and seemed to be able to
project a sense of majesty through his building design.
Also knowledgable in the creation of effect through scale
were the contractors Smith Brothers and Wilson, a large
firm in the West which was responsible for such structures
as the Bessborough Hotel in Saskatoon and the Regina City
7
Hall.
The period of construction extented from early in
1912 to June 1913.

Total cost for the building, land and

furnishing amounted to $191,000; of this $162,500 was the
cost of the land and structure. A manse was also built at
the same time on a lot near the church.
The laying of the cornerstone on 13 May 1912 was a
solemn if joyful occasion which was presided over by many
dignitaries.

Mr. David Lusk,

a layman who had worked

diligently in the plans for the new church, laid the
cornerstone.

Speeches were given by Dr. Chown, General

Superintendent of the Methodist Church of Canada, Dr.
Murray, the esteemed president of the University of
Saskatchewan, and the mayor, James Clinkskill who had also
attended the same ceremony for the old wooden church.
Placed in the cornerstone was a copper strongbox which con-
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tained a copy of the Bible and the Methodist hymn-book, the
local newspaper, various Church periodicals, minutes of the
meetings dealing with the construction of the church, and a
list of names of the individuals closely involved in the
9
endeavour.
Construction progressed with no apparent problems and
the new Third Avenue Methodist was officially opened on
29 June 1913. This ceremony was spiritual in nature and
the officials were all ministers from the area.

Rev. Salem

Bland delivered the sermons for the day.

Although Bland

was a well-known radical by this point,

his reputation

for changing the status quo with the social gospel was not
to set the tempo for the development of Methodism in that
church.

The city, typified by the lay leaders, was made up

of businessmen who are known to be conservative and
somewhat pragmatic in their direction.
Although generally financially sound, the church
underwent the strain during the depression of the 1930s as
did most of Saskatchewan.

By 1938 the congregation was not

able to keep up with the payment of interest on the capital
mortgage of $62,000,

and it was not until 1947 that the

debt was paid off with the considerable assistance of the
bequest of $12,000, left by a member of the congregation.
The church has a prominent downtown location, across
a small park to the city hall.

Described as "modified
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English Gothic" in form it presents a pleasing picture to
the eye in its design and use of materials.

Three gables

containing huge arched windows form the sides and rear of
the church, joined together by rectangular spires of
unequal length.

The taller one, which is 100 ft. high,

contains a bell which chimes the quarter hour by electric
program.
A softly-coloured grey limestone quarried at Tyndall,
Manitoba, forms the main body of its solid stone construction.

The base and foundation is made from lime-

stone carved from a special deposit just five miles away
from the church.

Weathering has accented the vertical

lines of the structure, but the observer is struck by the
relative size and grandeur at first glance.
The most prominent feature of the interior is the
lofty hammer-beam rafters of heavy dark oak which
criss-cross the cathedral ceiling from a series of steel
girder trusses.

The auditorium which seats 1,400, wraps

around the pulpit on three sides in a continuous and unsupported balcony which was considered to be somewhat of an
12
engineering feat.
Each of these three sides is adorned
with a huge gothic stained glass windows, and supplied by
the Luxfer Prism Glass company at a cost of $1,500 each.
All other exterior windows in the entire structure are
small replicas of the larger windows in shape, generally set
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in a group of two and patterned in floral designs.
The large Casavant organ dedicated to the church, was
manufactured in St. Hyacinthe, P.Q. for a cost of $10,000.
The decorative wooden pipes form the back wall of the
pulpit and the functional pipes are enclosed behind the
panelled wall behind the wood pipes.

The original hammered

brass chandaliers have been replaced in the auditorium with
banks of strong spotlights.
in use in the foyer.

The original lights are still

The baptismal font, communion rail

and lecturn are all wood carved in a pattern which repeats
the basic design of the windows.
Whereas the beams in the ceiling were varnished
originally, they are now painted to compliment the basic
soft beige tones of the walls.

A hint of pink is brought

out in the carpeting and in the organ pipes.

The windows

swath the building in a soft glow throughout the day and
few lights are actually used for the day-time services.
The altar wood is all a blonde oak; that of the pews is a
dark oak as is the minister's lecturn in the centre of the
altar.
There have been virtually no structural changes in the
13
main body of the Church.

Cosmetic changes to the audi-

torium and some rearrangement of partion walls of the
basement rooms have taken place, but a photograph taken at
the opening shows no large changes.

The building is at
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14
present structurally sound
with superficial deterioration on the ceiling and in the basement.
In 1919, the church had the distinction of being the
first in Saskatoon to sponsor a radio broadcast of a
spiritual nature

which would quickly set the pattern

for an important social and political tool in the years
following for such figures as "Bible" Bill Aberhardt and
Franklin Roosevelt.
The church is located within two blocks of another
large United Church, which was originally built as
Presbyterian.

Now, the two churches repeat services to a

population which has all but vacated the city core leaving
Third Avenue United with a financially unstable future.
There is a serious possibility of the church being sold and
16
the congregations consolidated.
The church however is
a landmark to the city and in many ways a symbol of its
development.

Every pamphlet on Saskatoon mentions with

pride the graceful stone church.
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Figure 1:

Third Avenue United Church.
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870 University Avenue

Saskatoon

The original address of the house was 868 Broadway Avenue
but in February 1913, the north part of this street, which
swings into a strictly residential area was renamed
University Drive.

As the rest of the block developed,

the street number of this house was pushed up to 870 and
eventually 872 University Drive.
The house was built in 1912 by Herman Pettit who seems
to have been a speculator or investor in the booming city.
Professor Don Kerr, who has done some research on the
city's architects, stated that the architect of the
structure was Frank Martin who also designed the present
Queen's Hotel (08119000200306).
saying this is not known.

Although his source for

There are, nevertheless para-

llels in the two designs in the ornamentation and attention
to detail.

Moreover, both buildings show complete indif-

ference to popular orthodox style.

In any case Herman

Pettit, the original owner sold the house and left the city
in 1915.

For the next few months it was occupied by an

insurance agent and then the president of a hardware
business.
In 1918 the house was bought by Dr. George Sommerville,
a dentist, and his wife, and the house stayed in their
2
possesion until 1959, although Dr. Sommerville died in
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1936.

According to the Henderson's Directory, Mrs. Sommer-

ville waited until the Second World War to rent out part of
the house, but the building permits show that the house was
added onto and changed into apartments well before that
time.
In 1927, J. Melrose Morrison, a local architect was
engaged to drawup plans for a series of structural alterations to make three suites of rooms in the big house. The
plans were located and appear at the rear of the report.
There is no doubt that the alterations, at a cost of $8,800
were made in accordance with these plans and an abstract of
the building permits states that the alterations were
3
actually performed that same year.
No tenants were
listed other than the Sommerville's themselves.
The next year, 1928, a Professor A.S. Orton is listed
as living in the house.

Henderson's was frequently mistaken

in their spelling of names and usally the correct name is
assumed to be the spelling that occurs most frequently over
the years, but this name only appeared once.

Listed as a

history professor at the University of Saskatchewan, this
is most likely Arthur Silver Morton, the esteemed western
Canadian historian who taught at the university for many
years and who established the archives as part of the
4
library collection there.
He probably rented the house
while Sommervilles were travelling for a few months.
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In the summer of 1936, Mrs. Sommerville had a small
summer house erected in the back yard with a cement floor,
frame construction and shingled roof. Then in 1940 she
made a further $1,000 worth of alterations to the interior,
to convert it into an apartment block.

The permit noted

the underpinning and repouring of the footings and the
basement walls as well as extra support for the verandahs.
There were alterations to the electrical and plumbing
systems, but the heating plant was left unchanged.5
Perhaps these changes finished off the actual suites to
make them livable in accordance with the zoning laws for
multiple dwellings.

In any case, two years later,

occupants of these suites were listed for the first time.
The tenants occupied the second and third storeys,
which were self-contained units with separate entrances
from the addition of a stairway up the sides.

In 1943, one

tenant was an investigator for the price policing agency,
the Wartime Prices and Trade Board and the top floor was
rented to a clerk in a store.

The next year a widow, Mrs.

Thompson moved in and also an employee of the university.
During the next few years tenants were often retired people
and people who worked at the university; they were within
walking distance.
From 1950 until 1959, there seemed to be some difficulty
in renting out the upper suites and frequently one or both
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were vacant.

In 1959, the house was sold.

In 1962, the

house seems to have been altered into two suites and renumbered 870 and 872 University Drive, which seems to give it
7
the status of a complex.
The suites from that time on seem to be owned by an
absentee landlord, but the house was always maintained and
kept in good order.

Many students, a lawyer, a physician

and a teacher lived in the house over the new few years
o

until it was sold in 1976 to Bill Onochinsky.

There is

only this single family living in the house at present but
it does not appear that the necessary changes have been
made to return it to its original form.
The structure has a variety of features which sets it
off from most other residential architecture in the city.
It has a large open porch supported by piers which crosses
the front and sweeps back the depth of the porch to the
sides.

The piers are made from large fieldstone which has

been split to a plane surface.

The main storey of the

house is a dark red-brown brick, with the second storey and
upper part of the piers and porch parapet finished in
stucco.

The attic is likewise finished, but is set off by

the addition of half-timbering on the gables. A tower with
a rounded bellcast dome and bracketed cornice create yet
another level of focus. The overall effect is an odd
rendition of the "Queen Anne Revival" style with nothing to
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explain the prominent front verandah.

Nevertheless, the

house is fascinating to observe, and pleasantly set in a
landscaped lot in a rather picturesque neighbourhood.
There is no other house in Saskatoon like it, and for the
present it is secure and structurally sound.
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Figure 1:

Proposed additions and alterations to residence 868 University Drive.
Front (West) Elevation. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon City
Hall) .
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Figure 2: Proposed additions and alterations to residence 868 University Drive.
South Side Elevation. (Building Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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Figure 3:

870 University Avenue. Basement and Piping Plan.
(Building Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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Figure 4:

870 University Avenue. Ground Floor Plan.
Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).

(Building
"
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Figure 5:

870 University Avenue. First Floor Plan.
Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).

(Building
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Figure 6:

870 University Avenue. Second Floor Plan.
Permits Department, Saskatoon City Hall).
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Furniture City, wholesale furniture
Warehousing

Notable occupants and reason i d e n t i f i e d :

Building use:

Original - Mercantile, wholesale store
P r e s e n t - M e r c a n t i l e , s p e c i a l s t o r e o r shop
Major building material : B r i c k o r s t e e l frame
Al te rat ions :
General Nature
Date
Architect
Builder
A d d i t i o n t o s i d e and
a l t e r a t i o n to front
1968

Comments: Owned and o c c u p i e d by C o d v i l l e Co. from 1911 c o n t i n u o u s l y
19 68

to
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275 1st Avenue North

Saskatoon

The running of the Qu'Appelle, Long Lake and Saskatchewan
Railroad into Saskatoon in 1890 was mostly due to the town
resting by the only easy crossing of the South Saskatchewan
River for miles around.

The town however profited greatly

from this line and after the turn of the century, the other
railway companies were eager to compete for the trade.
First the Grant Trunk Pacific and then the Canadian Pacific
railways ran lines through the city in support of its burgeoning trade; these led quickly to branch lines,
especially by the CNR, and Saskatoon did become the "Hub
City" for railways.
In 1912, the Board of Trade boasted in one of its more
modest advertisements:
The strongest Strategic Geographic
Location in the West...Three Trunk
Railways.

Nine different Operating

Railway Outlets - 13 very shortly controlling 45,000 square miles wholesale Distributing Territory, stretching
far into Alberta - indeed within 98
miles of Edmonton.
Through the hustling of the local business interests,
they had created a self-fulfilling prophecy and Saskatoon
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did actually provide services in retail, wholesale and
primary processing for an increasing region of Prairie
2
farmlands that was also developing at a healthy rate.
As it expanded as a marketing centre, the city cultivated
the establishment of a hundred new wholesale firms which
was accompanied by the construction of about 16 warehouses
3
from 1906 to 1912.
The Codville warehouse at 275-lst
Avenue North was one that established itself in 1911. Like
the rest of the area, it is situated directly beside a
wedge formed between the Canadian Northern and the Canadian
Pacific tracks.

It was an ideal location for the businesses

in that the railways brought in the merchandise and redistributed it throughout the region, and because the wedge
was in the heart of the city, close to the retail outlets.
Although traffic problems, and problems of approach and
loading docks have congested the area, it remains the
principal warehouse area today.
Like the other major warehouses, Codville's is a stalwart and handsome brick building that occupies a prominent
corner location.

Its construction commenced in June 1911

for the Codville Co. Ltd., a grocery firm, by an unknown
architect.

The Phoenix described it succinctly in its

special New Year's issue of 1912:
The premises which they now occupy are
the most modern of their kind in the
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in the city and are, in fact, said to
be the best this side of Winnipeg.

The

building is a four storey brick structure,
fireproof throughout and equipped with the
latest automatic fire alarm system.

The

foundation and heating plant will permit
the addition of two more storyes, and it
is quite probable that the day is not very
far distant when these will have to be
erected, although the structure has been
up only about two months.

The present

floor area is 30,000 square feet.

About

30 hands are employed and all the latest
labour-saving devises are at their service.

4

The extra storeys were never added, but Codville's did
maintain a profitable business as one of three wholesale
grocers in the city.
The first manager was K.O. Sinclair who stayed in that
position until 1924 when W.T. Stephens took over the
5
post.
Stephens remained manager of the company until
1949 when the business was sold to Sam Russell and Mel
Clark.
During its early period, Codville's advertised as
"Packers and Manufacturers of "Gold Standard" Pure Food
Products".

It supplied many of the local stores over the
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years.

Food supply must have been one of the best busi-

nesses during the 1930s because although the demand for
food products must have diminished during the depression as
people consumed less and cultivated alternate sources,
basic food stuffs were still essential. Whereas many of
the warehouses on the area surrounding Codville's in the
decade often showed vacancies, the grocers all managed to
hold on in the face of extended economic strain.
Codville's is still in business in Saskatchewan.

In

1968, they moved to the extreme southern periphery of the
city, near to the CNR mainline.

Famous Furniture City, a

wholesale furniture store owned by Northern Holdings Ltd.,
took over the warehouse, and changed the front of the
building.
Building permits have shown only recent alterations
and major repairs to the structure.

It is not clear from

the files whether the permits pre-dating 1960 are lost or
if there were indeed no change made.

(All the city permits

prior to 1930 are lost; it is possible that there was
alteration sometime between 1911 and 1930, but it would
have been in the interior.)

In 1964, a new loading dock

was built, of wood on a concrete block.

In 1968-69, when

Famous Furniture City bought the building, a 45 x 80 foot
addition was made on the south side of the building along
1st Avenue.

This was a one-storey structure, built by
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Penner Construction at a cost of $35,000. At the same
time, repairs were made to the ceilings, floors and walls
7
of the original warehouse.
The furniture store erected an unsympathetic facade
over the ground floor behind which the original warehouse
stands solid and imposing, virtually identical to the
photograph of it in 1912. The dark brick and stone foundations create a sense of strength and confidence.

The sober

"Romanesque" style is alleviated by a parapet of interesting design which surrounds the building and sets off the
details of the brick design below.

The building appears to

be structurally sound and there are still several
warehouses like it in the immediate area so that it appears
not threatened by development for at least a few years.
Several of the warehouses featured in the picture of the
entire block in 1913 however are now demolished, so that
the future of such an old building is never really secure.
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Building Permit, 1968-69.

Figure 1: 1st Avenue North, 1913. Codville's is the third building from the right.
dark brick with a flag pole. (Saskatchewan Archives Photograph No. A199).
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lllstorlan:sheila
Dnte:April

Ccocodc:
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Grover

1977

08119008301919
Saskatoon

Address J-919 S t .

Henry

Avenue

Building Name:
(if Important)
Source of T i t l e Photo:
CIHB P h a s e

Building

I

Information

D.uc of C o n a t r u c t l o n :

1909-10

Architect:

Unknown - p l a n s w e r e

Builder:

Harold

"bought

Pendygrasse,

in

Winnipeg"

owner

Craftsmen ( L i s t Type)
Nome and occupation of o r i g i n a l owner:
Notable subsequent owners

and reason

Notable type of o c c u p a n t s :
Notable occupants and reason

Building u s e :

Alterations:
General Nature
S p l i t into 2 family
dwellings
Verandah enclosed

Pendygrasse,

double

Wood f r a m e ,
Date
1956
1960

farmer

identified:

Farm r e l a t e d o c c u p a t i o n s ,
people in l a t e r y e a r s
identified:

Residential,

Major b u i l d i n g m a t e r i a l :

Harold

cedar

working

class

dwelling
siding
Architect
Paul D e t i l l i e u x
Same

Builder
(owner)

Comments: O r i g i n a l l y b u i l t o n f a r m l a n d b y t h e s o n o f t h e v e r y
e a r l i e s t s e t t l e r s , t h i s frame house i s b o t h u n i q u e in i t s i s o l a t e d
d e v e l o p m e n t a n d o f a s t y l e n o t common t o S a s k a t o o n .
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1919 St. Henry Avenue

Saskatoon

In 1886, a young widow with her family arrived in early
Saskatoon from England and filed for a homestead on the
eastern half-section of 20-36-5 (section, township and
range)

on the east bank of the South Saskatchewan.

There, with the help of her two older sons and some neighbours, she erected a log cabin of respectable size and
broke the land for a crop.
Saskatoon was no more than a huddle of buildings at
that time and life would have been very trying for Sarah
Shatwill Pendygrasse.

To assist family finances, her sons

assisted in hauling operations on the river.

In the autumn

of 1887, one of them Neville, fell off the ferry which
2
crossed the river and drowned.
Two other sons, Sefton
and Harold survived and stayed in Saskatoon.
Harold Pendygrasse married Poppy Clisby in approximately 1902.

She was the daughter of Constable John Clisby

of the North West Mounted Police who had been the only
representative of the law in the colony for many years.

3

The couple lived in the log house with old Mrs. Pendygrasse
4
until her death on 22 January 1909.
When her property
was divided between Harold and Sefton, Harold became the
owner of the quarter section along the river at what is now
St. Henry Avenue and he built a separate house for his wife
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and two young daughters.
By ths time, the log house had been reinforced with
plaster on the exterior.

This structure was several lots

away from the later house, and survived as a shed and
garage (after several alterations) until it was torn down
three years ago.
The new house was a large, three-storey frame farmhouse, built between 1909-10 by Harold Pendygrasse some
willing friends and some paid professional labour. Mrs.
John Evans, his daughter, remembers that the plans were
bought in Winnipeg and that her father had gone to Winnipeg
to choose them.

The main floor had a big open verandah and

lead paned front door. A side door led into the diningroom
and the kitchen in the rear also had a door. The parlor
had a large bay window that was set in the base of the
turret and there was also another set in the less formal
sitting room.

The master bedroom on the second storey had

the bay windows going up to the turret, and the two girls
shared another large bedroom.

The house was built with

complete bathroom and plumbing facilities installed because
the city engineer had assured Pendygrasse that his home,
remote from most other developments, would soon be hooked
up to the sewer main.

This did not actually take place

until 1938, and in the meantime, water was drawn from a
well.
The attic was used mainly for storage and the girls were
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not allowed to play there.
Harold Pendygrasse kept a grim collection in the attic
and Mrs. Evans can remember chests and old furniture.
There was also access to the widow's walk, which was rarely
used.
Mr. Pendygrasse had a farm several miles out of the
city and when the war broke out he moved his family to the
farm where they lived until 1918. During this time, the
house was given to a young couple, Mr. and Mrs. Staples,
just to have them maintain the family home. After that
time, the house was sold and it seems that the family moved
to the farm for the next few years.
In 1919, it was bought by H. Porter Gibson, who was
the credit manager at a big local sawmill. He died in the
winter of 1920-21. The house was sold to Robert T. Gibson,
a produce dealer, who was no relation to the first Gibson
family.

In 1925, Gibson reached the position of manager of

Saskatoon Co-op Poultry Products Limited, then a poultry
manager for Harris Abbatoir, and finally a buyer for Palm
Dairies in 1930.
During this decade, the city's development reached the
area and Robert Gibson likely derived an income from the
sub-division of the quarter-section.

Four other houses

were erected on the street but the paving was not done for
many years. The first time that a telephone is listed in
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7
the house is 1937, by which time Gibson had retired.
o

In 1943, the house was sold to John Haas
as a utility man for the Quaker Oats plant.

who worked
In that same

year, he built himself a big frame chicken coop with a
9
gabled roof and a cement floor, which gives an idea of
how undeveloped the area still was.
Haas sold the house in 1952, and it was resold again
in 1955 to Paul E. Detillieux
city.

who was a mailman in the

The following year he subdivided the house into a

two family dwelling.

It was at this time that the second

set of stairs was put in, leading to the attic.

He enclosed

them in a wood frame with windows on the upper two
landings, and covered the addition with a gable roof and
cedar shingles.

The new suite was in the attic. The

total cost was $600, because Detillieux was able to do the
work himself.
In 1960, he enclosed the porch and extended the
livingroom.

He built the walls of plywood, with cedar

siding to match the rest of the exterior and plaster board
on the inside.

In 1962 he built a single car garage him-

self, in a similar frame style. The extra suite was rented
out to an RCMP officer.
In 1963, the house was sold to another mailman who
rented out the suite to a student.

From 1968 to 1974, the

house changed hands and Obert Friggstad and their young
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12
family.

Mr. Friggstad is an architect in the city and

they hope to return their house to a single family dwelling
in the near future.
Apart from the alterations listed, little has changed
on the house. The windows have been replaced and the
widow's walk has new fencing.

According to Mrs. Evans, the

original rail was only about 18 inches high and was made
from leg-shaped wood posts. The present occupants have
maintained it in good condition, and the soundness of its
construction is a tribute to Harold Pendygrasse.
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INDEX BY ORIGINAL BUILDING USE

Residential, single dwelling

08119000800326
08119001200311
08119002200214
08119005800801
08119006600203
08119006600208

Residential, double dwelling

08119007100870
08119008301919

Residential, multiple dwelling

08119004900804

Residential, hotel or inn

08119000200306

Residential, other

08119000400261

Administrative, Professional, Financial;
office

08119000100105
08119000100135
08119000400115

Mercantile, general retail store

08119000400261

Mercantile, special store or shop

08119000100135
08119003300650

Mercantile, wholesale store

08119008000275

Governmental, City and County; registry
office
Religious, church

08119000100 311
08119000700304
08119001500838

Religious, rectory

08119001300505
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INDEX BY DATE OF CONSTRUCTION

Pre-1904

08119000800326

1905-1909

08119000100311
08119001200311
08119008301919

1910-1914

08119000100105
08119000200306
08119000400115
08119000400261
08119000700304
08119001300505
08119001500838
08119002200214
08119003300650
08119004900804
08119005800801
08119006600203
08119006600208
08119007100870
08119008000275

1915-1919
19 20-19 24
1925-19 29

0 8119000100135
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INDEX BY ARCHITECT, BUILDER AND CRAFTSMAN

Brown and Vallence
Architect

08119001500838

Carter-Halls Aldinger Ltd.
Builder

08119000100105

Chisholm, James and Son
Architect

08119000100105

Frid-Lewis
Builder

08119000400115

Lecky, R.J. and Co.
Builder

081190015008 38

Martin, Frank P.
Architect

08119000200306
08119007100870

Pendygrasse, Harold
Builder
Semmons, J.N.
Architect
Smith Brothers & Wilson
Builder

08119008301919
0 8119000700304
08119000100311
08119000700304

Storey and Van Egmond
Architect

08119000100311

Thompson, Daniel and Colthurst
Architect

08119000400261
08119001300505

Thompson, R.M. and James Crockart
Architect
Webster, David (probably)
Architect

08119000400115
08119004900804

